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The National women's Studies Association
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The Capitol Area Women's studies programs welcome You to the
Fourteenth Annual NWSAConference
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National Women's Studies Association
Dear Members and Friends of NWSA,
This has been an exciting year, full of growth, anxiety, change and hope. This June
we celebrate the National Women's Studies Association's sixteenth year of existence, its







As we meet in the nation's political capitol, we reaffirm (through the conference title
and its program) both the value of women's diversities and the importance of combining good
scholarship, feminist teaching and effective activism. With our new constitution, we confront
the challenge of integrating efficiency, democracy and protection for minority interests into a
single political structure. In the face of a hostile backlash elicited by the increasing influence
of women's studies, we remain committed to creating the widest breadth of vision, action and
community at all levels and in all places of education.
We accept that our goal will not be easily accomplished -- in this conference or the
world. Transforming sexist, racist, elitist and homophobic structures which have endured for
millennia is not accomplished in a decade or two -- or even in a life time. It is our hope,
however, that the energy, commitment, intelligence and insight gathered together at this
conference will contribute to improving educational structures and the lives of all women and
men.
We welcome all of you to this conference on "Reweaving Women's Colors:
Scholarship, Curriculum and Our Lives." It represents the fruit of many individuals' dreams
and efforts.




All events are scheduled in either the Marriott, the
Sheraton, or the Embassy SUites, hotels which are
very close to one another.
Plenarles and most conference panels, workshops and
business meetings are located in the Marriott. In the
program book, only meeting rooms outside of the
Marriott indicate a hotel; where no hotel Is indicated
the meeting room is In the Marriott
In the Marriott:
Book Exhibit: In the Georgetown Ballroom, which is
on the lobby level just to the right of the hotel
reservation desk.
Conference Registration, Logan, Thomas West End
Ballroom and Dupont Rooms are on the second floor.
They are reachable either by elevator or escalator.
Rooms 3014, 301S, 3016, 3017 are located on the
third floor. Take the elevator to reach them.
Suite 728 Is located on the seventh floor. Takethe
elevator to reach it.
TOreach the Embassy Suites: Exit the main door of
the Marriott, cross 22nd St., turn right and walk a half
block.
In the EmbassySuites:
The Delegate Room is located on the main floor. To
reach it, go through the lobby atrium; the Delegate
Room is on your right.
TOreach the Sheraton: Exit from the main door of
the Marriott, turn left, and walk to the corner of 22nd
and M Street; turn left on M St. and walk lessthan a
half block to New Hampshire Ave. You will then be
facing the Sheraton, which is just across the
intersection.
In the Sheraton:
The Willow Room is on the lobby level; on entering
the hotel, walk straight ahead to reach it.
New England, New Hampshire II and New Hampshire
III are on the lower level: on entering the lobby, take
the stairway leading down to that level. A large sign





In 1994, the National women's studies Association
will return to a college campus for its
Fifteenth Annual Conference




Designated the nation's first tanc-qrant college, Iowa state University has evolved from a state
agricultural coliege into a major research university. Today an international leader in science and
technology, ISUcontinues to take pride in its tradition of being the "people's college." More than 100
foreign countries and all SOstates are represented among the university'S 2S,000students. Iowa state
also has one of the nation'S most beautiful campuses,with numerous gardens and more than 10,000
trees on 1,770acres. Of special interest to NWSAmembers wiil be ISU'snew Carrie Chapman Catt
Center for women and politics, which brings together scholars and activists interested in current
national and international social and political issuesof concern to women. The main facility for the
conference wil be Iowa State'sschemen Convention center, which is weli equipped and affordable. A
relief from Washington D.C.hotel prices, air conditioned rooms at NWSA'94 will be just 512.50 per
night. Ames is easily accessiblevia the DesMoines airport, which Isjust a half an hour away; shuttle
service will be arranged. We hope to seeyou In Ames for what promises to be a great NWSA
Conference.
A Call for proposals will be mailed in August, 1993.
The deadline for submission will be October 15, 1993.
------------------.
The National Women's Studies Association
AS it is described In the preamble to its new
constitution, ratified in the spring of 1993, "The
National Women's Studies Association was formed in
1977 to further the social, political and professional
development of Women's Studies throughout the
country and the world, at every educationai level and
in every educational setting. To this end, this
organization is committed to being a forum conducive
to diaiogue and collective action among women
dedicated to feminist education and change."
council of the association manage the affaIrs of the
association and implement the poucv of the
membership assembly. Nine standing committees woJ1c
With the governing council to carry out the work and
implement the policy of the association. The
Association also has a Constituency Council made up of
the Chairs of all regions and caucuses. The regions and
caucuses are represented on the governing council by
5 members elected by the Constituency Council.
Membership in NWSA is availabie to all individuals and
groups involved in feminist teaching, learning,
research and service. Members of NWSA may choose
to affiliate With any of the recognized regions and
caucuses of the Association. NWSA also has a number
task forces organized to address specific, focused
issues, With which members may also affiliate.
By supporting the ASSOCiation, yOU support its many
actiVities including:
• A National Clearinghouse on Women's stuctes
• Graduate Scholarships in Women's StUdies
• A National Conference
• Conference Scholarships
• Regional Conferences
• A Women's StUdies program Directory
• NWSAJournal, a scholarly publication
• NWSAction, a newsletter
• A $1,000 Manuscript Award
• Women's stuorss Program Development
• Educational programs in the community
• Development of curriCUlar resources
• A National Network Of Women's Centers
• The Women's Studies Archival Project
MemberShip Information
NWSA membership is for the calendar year, January 1
through December 31. Membership dues are:
Individuals:







NWSA's constitution artiCUlates its mission.
Institutions and Organizations:"Women's StUdies owes its existence to the movement
for the liberation of women; the feminist movement
exists because women are oppressed. Women's
StUdies, diverse as its components are, has, at its best,
shared a vision of a world free from sexism and racism.
Freedom from sexism by necessity must include a
commitment to freedom from national chauvinism,
class and ethnic bias; anti-Semitism, as directed against
both Arabs and Jews; ageism; heterosexual blas--from
all ideologies and institutions that have consciously or
unconsciously Oppressed and exploited some for the
advantage Of others. The development of Women's
StUdies in the past two decades, the remarkable
proliferation Of programs that necessitatec this
ASSociation, is a history of creative struggie to svotvs
knOWledge, theory, pedagogy, and organizational
methods appropriate to that Vision."
$185 RegUlar, With journal
$ 50 Smail/develOPing programs
$150 Established programs
$200 large programs and centers
$500 Five-year membership
NWSANational OHlce
National Women's Studies Association
University Of Maryland
Coliege Park, Maryland 20742-1325
(301) 405-5573
Organizational structure
NWSA POlicy 15 set by the MemberShip Assembly Which
meets annually at the National Conference. Between





NWSA Committees and Staff














Kris Anderson (New York)
Mary Beech (Great Lakes)
Lynette Carpenter (North Centrall
Mary Davidson (Community College Caucus)
Dian Fitzpatrick (New England)
Cynthia Freeland (South centrall
Ann cenke (Aging and Agism)
Bethania Gonzalez !Women of Color Caucus)
Miriam Harris (Jewish Caucus)
Wendy Kolmar (Mid-Atlantic)
Sue Mansfield (Pacific Southwest>
Diana Harvest Moon (Midwest)
Florence parkinson (program Administrators Caucus)
Diana scunv (Southeast>
Annette Van Dyke (Lesbian)
Willa Young !Women's centers Caucus)
Sue Mansfield
Local Host committee:
Capitol Area women's Studies Programs
Roxana Moayedi, Trinity College
Evelyn Beck, university of Maryland
Gay Young, American university
Leona Fisher, Georgetown University
Joan Korenman, university of Maryland--Baltimore
County
Myrna Goldenberg, Montgomery College
pat ortman, Mount vernon College
Janet Simms-Wood, Howard University
sonja outtnuno. George Washington University
1993 Conference Committee National Office Staff:




























NWSAConference Volunteers and Life Members























































































schedule of the films and brief descriptions are also




The book exhibit Is in the Georgetown Ballroom on the










All NWSAcaucusesand regions will have the
opportunity to meet before the constitueney Council
meeting Friday afternoon. See businessmeeting
schedule for specifics. one meeting Isalso scheduled
for task forces. Some additional rooms are avaiiable if
you wish to schedule an additlonai meeting.
Child care
Child care is available to those whO have made
reservations prior to the conference. Child care can
also be arranged through the concierge at the hotel
desk.
Cultural Events
conference registrants who have purchased a cultural
events passmay attend all cuitural events at no extra
charge. cultural events passesare indicated on your
name tag. You may purchase a cultural events passat
the conference registration tabie.
services for Persons with Disabilities
Ali rooms used during the conference are accessible.
Signers are available for the plenary sessions. Signers
are also available for the panels and workshops for
those who requested them in advance.
Environmental Allergies
Increasing numbers of people are seriously allergic to
environmental SUbstancesSUChas tobacco smoke,
perfume, and recently dry cleaned clothes. We askthat
conference participants please be considerate of these
conditions by avoiding such substances throughout
the conference.
Film Series
The film series, organized by Lynette carpenter and
Kitty Henderson, will be run throughout the
conference. Showing times are listed in the daily
schedule of workshops and panels. A separate
A limited amount of Inexpensive housing Isavailable In
dormitories at Trinity college for those who registered
on time. In allocating the housing, preference was
given to students who were presenting papers.
Restaurants
There are two restaurants in the Marriott. Within easy
walking distance of the hotel, there are numerous
other restaurants, cafesand dells. A list Is provided In
your conference packet.
Messages for Conference participants
Messagesfor participants registered at one of the
hotelS should be left at the hotel desk. For conference
participants not registered at a hotel, messagescan be
left at the message board near the conference
registration tables.
Name Tags
Each conference registrant will be Issued a name tag
which will serve as identification and Indicate those
who have paid for a passto conference cultural events.
we request that conference participants wear their
name badgesat all times. If you lose your name tag,
please request a replacement at the conference
registration table.
NWSAInformation and Membership
NWSAmembership Information Isavailable at the
registration table and at the NWSAsales table In the
book exhibit. Orientation sessionsfor new NWSA
members will be held Thursday and saturday mornings
at 8:00 a.m. In Suite 728 of the Marriott.
pre·Conference Meetings
Three pre-conference meetings will be held
wednesday, June 16:
program Administrators caucus, 9:00 a.rn. to 4:00 p.rn.,
Rooms 3014·3015,Marriott.
Jewish women's Caucus,9:00 a.m.to 4:00 p.m., Room
3016, Marriott









Press polley and contacts conference hotels is the GeorgeWashington
university/Foggy Bottom stop at 23rd and "I" streets,
about three blocks.NWSAwelcomes members of the pressand asks
conference participants to be ascooperative as
possible in assisting members of press !identified by
their name tags) while covering conference events.
Members of the pressare welcome at all plenary
sessions,daily sessions,and cultural events. Committee
meetings, caucus and task force meetings, and sessions
that Involve sharing private, personal Information may
be closed to the press.The decision to close meetings
or sessionswill rest with the convener of the meeting,
or moderator and participants of the session,or with
the NWSAsteering committee. Reporters and
photographers are asked to cooperate with this policy
out of respect for the wishes of those individuals and
for the goals of the Association.
Miriam Harris, a member of the Coordinating councu.
will be the press liaison for the duration of the
conference and can be contacted through the
registration desk.
Registration
Registration is open each day of the conference on the










Detailed information and the form for submitting
resolutions and recommendations for the Membership
Assemblyare included In your packet of conference
materials.
Shabbot
Oneg Shabbot will be held Friday evening at 6:00 p.rn,
in Room 3014 of the Marriott.
Smoking
we askthat all conference participants to be
considerate of other attendees by not smoking in
conference facilities.
Transportation
The Washington D.C.metro system provides easy
transportation to most of the city and suburbs and to

























program Administrators, Room 3014-1S
women's CenterslWomen's services, Room 3016
Jewish women, Room 3017
ENTERTAINMENT:Anne Feeney, West End Ballroom
OPENINGCEREMONY,west End Ballroom
NWSA Reception to Follow, Dupont
Region and Caucus meetings
New Member Orientation, Suite 72B





Reception sponsored by Teachers College press, Book Exhibit
Region and Caucus Meetings
Films, Thomas
ENTERTAINMENT:Safflre and the Uppity Blues Women, West End Ballroom
8:00 a.m. Region and caucus meetings
9:00·11:00 a.m. PLENARY: Breaking/Making paradigms: Feminism and Knowing,
west End Ballroom
11:15 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Panels and workshops








12:45-2:00 p.m, constituency Council, Willow Room, Sheraton
2:15-3:45 p.m. panels and workshops
Constituency Council (continued), Willow Room Sheraton




Aliy Acker presents Reel women, Room 3017
Dance with OJJaime Foks, Dupont
saturday. June 19
8:00 a.m, Region and caucus meetings
New Member Orientation, surte 728
9:00-11:00 a.m, PLENARY:Women's LivesiWomen's Stories, West End Ballroom
11:15 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Panels and Workshops
12:45-2:15 p.m. panels and workshops
2:30-5:30 p.m. Membership Asssrnblv, west End Ballroom
7:00 p.m. Films, Thomas
8:30 p.m. ENTERTAINMENT:Reel World string Band, West End Ballroom
sunday June 20
9:00-10:15 a.m. panels and Workshops
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. CLOSINGPLENARY:Intellectual Foundations of women's Studies: Beyond
political Correctness, West End Ballroom
1:30-5:00 p.m. Governing Board Business Meeting
Monday June 21
9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. Governing Board Business Meeting
12
New Member Orientation









Regional and Caucus Meeting Schedule












































Feminist scholarship Task Force
International Task Force
women's Health Task Force
OPEN
librarians Task Force

















Aging and Ageism caucus
community college Caucus
women's Centers Caucus













wednesday, June 16, 5:00-6:00 p.m., West End Ballroom
Anne Feeney
Influenced by her grandfather, who was a fiddle-playing organizer for the united Mineworkers of
America, "performer, producer, hellratser: Anne Feeney combines a number of folk styles, Including
traditional Irish, bluegrass, blues, work, and protest songs. When not performing, "recovering
attorney" Feeney is a NOWChapter President and member of Pennsylvania NOW'sExecutive Board and
a board member for the Alliance for progressive Action. The show will include songs about Mother
Jones, Sojourner Truth, Fannie seillns, Amelia Earhart, Bessies,ootoras Huerta, and Molly Yard, aswell
as the struggles of countless unnamed women around the world for economtc and social justice.
Thursday, June 17, 8:30 p.m., west End Ballroom
Saffire--The Uppity Blues Women
saffire-The Uppity BluesWomen, deliver sharp tongued, middle-age wisdom and "wicked blues licks"
writes Frank Alkyer in Down Beat, Hot Flash. Ann Rabson, pianist/guitarist/vocalist, a Jewish
computer specialist, cave Todd Adeqhalola, guitarist/vocalist, a black schoolteacher, and former base
player, Earlene Lewis,a part-Cherokee real estate agent, formed this rnultl-cultural trio. Andrea Faye
MCintosh, on base,currentrv accompanies the group on tours. Their latest album "offers some of the
best head-shaking chuckles of the year. ... What pushessaffire from novelty to trulv nifty is the
group's no-bull barroom acoustic sound" according to Alkyer.
Friday, June 18,9:00-12:00 p.m., Dupont
Dance
with D.J. Jaime Foks
Saturday, June 19, 8:30 p.m., west End Ballroom
Reel World String Band
The ReelWorld String Band, a trio from Lexington, Kentucky, started out in the early 1970sWith their
unique version of acoustic music influenced by their Texas,Kansas,and Kentucky roots. Bev Futrell,
guitar and harmonica, Karen Jones, fiddle, and Sue Massek,banjo, celebrate the strengths of
traditional music blended With contemporary style, and seasonedWith strong, intelligent and refined
technique. "The stories in our songs," write Futrell and Jones in Hot Wire "are told in three-part
harmony but none are traditional tunes Where the woman gets stabbed in the heart and tossed in
the river." ReelWorld plays an Important part In continuing the oral history in their region by




Be cood My Children (47 rntru


















Hidden Faces (52 minJ
IS There Anything Specific YOUwant
Me to Tell YOU? (12 mtn.i
Navajo Talking Picture (40 minJ
La Fleur de L'Age (21 minJ
.Mortgaged Cenerations (22 mrn.i
Finding Christa (52 mtn.i
Home Is Struggle (37 mtn.i
Juggling cender (27 rntn.i
Keep Your Laws Off My Body (13 mln.)
War on Lesbians (32 minJ
cuerrillas in our Midst (35 mln.i
Patently Offensive (58 minJ
Running Mate (43 rntn.l
(Followed by discussion with the
filmmaker>
Out in Paradise (S2 minJ
Because This Is About Love (28 minJ
















Faith Even to the Fire (58 minJ
The Reindeer Oueen (28 rnln.l
Motherless (30 mln.)
party safel with DiAna and Bambi
(25 mln.:
Access Denied (28 mm.i
On Her Baldness (22 min.i
After Hours (2S mln.i
Mother's Hands (13 mln.l
Praise House (30 mln.)
A Place of Rage (52 mln.)
A Sense of Place (28 rnln.)
Born in Flames (90 minJ
Reel women (2 hours)
Room 3017, Video and Siide Presentation
with Ally Acker.












Among cood Christian people
(30 rnln.i
L Is for the Way You Look
(24 mtn.)
DykeDtomy (19 mlnJ
Fighting for Our Lives (29 minJ
Mother's Hands (13 minJ
I Be Done Been was IS (SOrnln.)












wednesday, June 16, 8:00-11:00 p.m.
opening Session
Welcoming Remarks
Roxanne MOayedi, Chair, Capitol Area women's Studies Programs
Sue Mansfield, CO-Chair,NWSAsteering Committee
Announcement of NWSA Election Results
presentation of Scholarships and Awards
Berenice carroll, CO-Chair,NWSAsteering Committee
Introduction of spearer
Vivien Ng, university of Oklahoma, Incoming President of NWSA
Speaker
Catharine stimpson, university professor of English, Rutgers university;
Founding editor of Signs; Author of Where the Meanings Are and other
books and essays in feminist stuotes and literary criticism.
Reception to Follow
Book Exhibit Area
sponsored by the National Women's Studies Association
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Thursday, June 17 9:00-11:00 a.m.
Plenary
putting women on the National Agenda
In this election year, a panei of seasoned activists discussescurrent issuesof importance to the communities
of women they represent, focusing on the opportunities presently available for successfulaction and the
coalitions possible to ensure action. Audience members will be asked to define the issuesthey consider
significant, and to contribute to the discussion. Moderator celeste hopes that the sessionwill facilitate
networking among individuals working on common or similar issues.
Introducer
Arlene Fong Craig, Union Institute center for women
Moderator
Dagmar Celeste, Feminist Activist and Former First woman of Ohio
panelists
Veronica O. Collazo, one of the founders of the National Institute for women of Color and Vice president for
Diversity Development at the U.S.postal Service. In this newly created position, she acts asthe social
conscience of the Postal service, increasing awarenessof and appreciation for ethnic/cultural diversity and
working to improve the status of women and minorities. prior to accepting her new poslstlon, Collazo was
the Deputy Director for the Office of Human ResourceDevelopment for the District of Columbia and Deputy
Chief of the personnel liaison and Training Divison, of the U.S.Department of Justice.
carol Hill Lowe, Director of Recreation and parks,Washington D.C.,member of the Mayor's cabinet since 1985,
and former Executive Director of the Washington D.C.Commission for Women. Under her leadership, the
Commission received the 1989 Theodore R.HagansJr. Award for the most outstanding agency in D.C.
government and the 1991 Busiesand organizations "Making a Difference for Women Award" from the
soropnmtsts International of Washington D.C. Lowe hasalso served asAssociate Chief of the state Office of
Maternal and Child Health and asAssistant project Director of the Improved pregnancy outcome Project. She
chairs a fifteen-member rernporarv Commission on pay Equity and Training for the District of Columbia and
was a founding member of the Trinity college Board of Regents.
ewen A. Shunatona is the president of ORBISAssoctates-wmcn offers training and development programs for
tribes, Indian organizations, corporations and government aqencies-and Director of the Indian Education
Technical AssistanceCenter, one of six major evaluation/training contracts funded by U.S.Department of
Education, Office of Indian Education. A member of the prairie Band potawatomi Indian Tribe of Kansasand
former Vice president of the Native American ResearchInstitute, Shunatona consults widely with a range of
organization inciuding the smithsonian, the National Museum of American Indian, National center for Indian
Policy Development, center for women policy Studies, United Indians of All Tribes Organization.
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Thursday. June 17 11:15 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
1. Twenty Years of Women's Studies at
the University of Delaware
suite 728
Kathleen Faherty Turkel, university of Delaware
Laura O'Toole, university of Delaware
Sue Cherrln, university of Delaware
Jessica schiffman, university of Delaware
Kate conway-Turner, university of Delaware
This panel will discuss the evolution of the women's studies
program at the university of Delaware. Topics addressed will
include: the development of the program; its changing
relationship to the university; personnel issues; pedagogical
issues; the changing student body in women's studies classes;
and the contributions of women's studies students and faculty
to larger university projects.
2. The Paradox of orthodox Jewish
Feminists
Room 3014
Rlvkah Y. Lambert, Jewish Women's Resource Center
How has feminism influenced Orthodox Jewish practice? This
session will explore issues important to Orthodox Jewish
feminists and will emphasize recent literature on Jewish
women, with particular attention to reclaiming Jewish
women's traditions.
3. Women and PSychology
Room 3015
Mary Davidson, columbia Greene community COllege
Reclaiming Our Selves: The Impact of Women's PSyChOlogy on
Returning Women Students
Estelle Miller, Kingsborough community College
The Dynamics of Empowerment: Supporting the Older Female
Student Through Classroom Experience
Cynthia Burack, George Washington University
Love, Hate, and Disputation: Relational psychOlOgy and Feminist
Social Theory
4. Where DOwe Co From Here?: HOWto
stay unretired
Room 3016
Jo C. searles, pennsylvania State university
Ruth Heldelbach, university of Maryland
A workshop for women who are considering or actively
planning for the last third of their lives, this session will
emphasize the psychological, societal, and spiritual needs of
women as they assume the mantle of croneoorn. The session
will open with a representative group of readings that
provides a spectrum of women's attitudes on the process of
aging.
5. Mennonite women and separate
spheres Ideology
Room 3017
Kimberly Schmidt, State University of New York at
Binghamton
Challenging Separate spheres Ideology: A Mennonite Case study
Beth crayblll, university of Maryland-College Park
cenaerea Interpretations: Toward a Feminist Reading of
Mennonite Tradition
6. Approaches to Feminist Teaching
through the Disciplines
Logan
Jackie A. Clullano, los Angeles, CA
Toward a Global Environment and Societal Ethic: The
introduction of temtmst: Philosophies and spirituality Into the
Classroom through Environmental stuaies Curricula
Katherine Lee, National-louis university
Authority and Aesthetics: validity by Response
Sandra KraJeWSki, university of Wisconsin-laCrosse
Women and Friendship: Toward Building Coalitions
7. Women and/in Art
Dupont F
K. c. KauHman, Incline Village, Nevada
Sex and the Avant-Garde: A Gender Revolution In the Visual Arts
Helen ntaeer. Goucher college
Woman as protagonist· Integrating Women's studies and
caJfery programming
Estella Lauter, university of Wisconsin-Green Bay
Women's Ways of Knowing: Georgia O'Keeffe
8. Class, Work and Money in women's
Lives
Dupont C
Laura corradi, university of California··Santa cruz
women, Nightshlft Work and Everyday Life in Italy
Gayle Morris, pennsylvania State university
Mary Kay Kreps, pennsylvania State university
Credit Provision for Low-Income Female MIcro-Entrepreneurs.
Trlptl Sarna, lucknow university, India
Women in the unorganized Sector: Their oueut» of Life
Claudia Fuchs, university of Frankfurt
Immigrant and Non-Immigrant Women in Cermany: How Do We
Live and Work Together
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9. Responses to Women's studies within
Insitutions of Higher Education
Dupont H
Machika Matsui, Southern Methodist unlversttv
The Impact of Feminism on Women's Education in Japan
Lori J. Kunz, university of Washington
Women's studies, What Kind of Major is That?
Carol Kllmlck Cyganowskl, DePauluniversity
Safe Sex: Getting Protection for Women's Studies
10. Projects and Experiments in Teaching
Multicultural Women's studies Courses
west A
Lourdes Arguelles, Pitzer College
Marie Denise Shelton, Claremont McKennaCollege
Jill schneiderman, Pomona College
The panel will discuss both the challenges they identified and
the strategies they developed in designing courses which
would effectively address/encompass the diversity of women's
experiences. As examples, they will focus on two core courses
in their institution's program for majors aswell as a newly
developed women's studies course which satisfies the general
education requirement in the natural sciences.
11. Lesbian MiS/Representations
west B
Margaret Morrison, North CarolinaWesleyanCollege
Shelton Waldrep, Duke university
Feminism and Queer Compositions: Rhetoric of Gender
trsnsrormetion along Continua.
Maureen Langdon, State University of New York at Stony
Brook
Lesbo-A.Co-GO: Lesbians, Mass Media, and the Terrible Talk
snows
Amber Ault, Ohio State university
Dominant Discourse in a culture of Resistance: The Bisexual
BodV as an Object of Lesbian Phaflocentrism
12. Women of Color and White Women:
strategies for Teaching unlearning
Racism
west C
Mary Van voorhees, Mankato state university
Marylea carr, Mankato state university
Drawing on their experience asa woman of color and awhite
woman teaching introductory women's studies, the panelists
will share their different styles of teaching unlearning racism
aswell as their experience from a team-teaching point of view.
13. Gender perspectives on Pedagogy
and Theory in Math and science
West D
Marl Haddox, university of TexasMedical SChool
Teaching Scientific Street Smarts and Engendering Self-Esteem:
Increasing the Retention of Women and Minorities In the
Sciences
Michelle Monroe, State university of New York at Albany
Science's taeotosv: Cender and Sexuality in Evolutionary Theory
Judith E. Jacobs, california State polytechnic umversitv-
Pomona
Feminist pedagogy and Mathematics Instruction
14. When Our Lives Disrupt Our
scholarship: Addressing the Service
Needs of student Sexual Assault
Survivors
west E
Dottle painter, Ohio state University
A Model Academic Support Response Protocol for SelVlng
Students Reporting sexual Assault
Willa Young, Ohio State university
When Students Demand Action: creating a Sexual Assault
Protocol
15. postmodern Approaches to Women's
Literary Tradition
Delegate Room, Embassy Suites Hotel
Jennifer M. Dickerson, Florida state University
The Feminine titersrv Tradition: A Celebration of Exclusion.
Pamela Clenn Menke, welleslev, Masssachusetts
Rippling Ups: Feminist Visions and the Fiction of Hurston,
Morrison, sranc». and Conde.
Laura J. Beard, Johns Hopkins university
"Sucking FuriouslY ... With Great Delight": Sexuality in Ana
Marfa Shura's LOSamores de Launta
Dall Tan, university of Maryland
Out of the unitary Toward Diversity: The Canon Viewed from
Post-structuralist and cross-cultural perspectives
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16. Feminist Learning Community
suite 728
Mary Jo Bona, Gonzaga University
Jane Rinehart, Gonzaga university
Rose Mary VOlbrecht, Gonzaga University
Funded by a seed grant from The Washington Center, the
Women's Studies program at Gonzaga university has developed
a linked course learning community that brings feminist
scholarship into the university's core curriculum. This panel
will present the context, practice, and analysis of this project.
17. Integrating Our Personal and
Professional Lives: The Self Mandala
Room 3014
Miriam L. Freeman', University of South Carolina
rnis workshop will focus on the use of the self mandala, which
is derived from virginia sanrs Crowth Model for achieving
greater integration and wholeness and eliminating the
dichotomy that often characterizes women's personal and
professional lives.
18. Multi·voiced/Multi·cultural Feminism
in Women's Studies: Making
waves/Making Trouble?
Room 3015
Lisa Marie COleman, Ohio State University
Nuzhat Abbas, Ohio State university
valerie Sharpe, Ohio State university
This panel discussion will present a conversation between
three women of widely differing national, racial, ethnic, and
sexual identities on the dilemmas of academic feminism, the
political contexts of our work, and our Interventions into both
academic and administrative issues.
19. Internship Experiences in Making
policy in women's Interests: Integration
of Theory and Practice
Room 3016
cynthia Deitch, Moderator, George washington university
Alys Summerton, George washington university
Vanessa Mitchell, George Washington university
Christy Chandler, George washington University
Rebecca Leitman, George washington University
Dana HollinShead, George washington University
The panelists, all of whom worked in 1993 as Interns in major
wasmnston-basec feminist organizations, will discuss the
relationship between feminist theory and practice in the
internship experiences.
20. Women's Lives in Music
Room 3017
victoria J. O'Reilly, Older Women's league
Sharon Cuertln Shafer, Trinity College
Drawing upon personal experience and both current and
historical examples, this panel will examine the ways in \N.hich
women musicians have created professional and personal lives
which weave together the diverse threads of their work and
experience.
21. Mothers and Daughters in Literature
and Popular Culture
Logan
Suzanna Walters, Georgetown University
Lives TogetherlWorlds Apart: Mothers and Daughters in popular
Culture.
Helga Kraft, university of Florida
The Ash of the Mother Myth: Langgasser's Prosperino and
eavsrason's BumtChlld seeks OUt tne Fire
Kazuko watanabe, Kyoto sangyo University
Deconstructing the Politics of Motherhood In contemporary
Japanese Fiction
22. Integrating the personal, the political
and the Theoretical
Dupont F
Sheila Martineau, University of Toronto
Mainstream Madness: Child Abuse As Gender Socialization in the
Middle Class
Deborah Clipperton, Toronto, Ontario
Can a Stripper be a Feminist?: Female Sexual SUbjectivity and
the Feminist Critique of Pornography
23. Women's Ways of Telling: Dialogues
of Discovery in contemporary Women's
writing
Dupont C
Marla H. FraWley, Elizabethtown college
Tel//ng stones/stone: Te///ng
Janet calligani Casey, Holy Cross college
"Hair Streamling] and Eyes Rof/ling]": Tne AlChemy of Race and
Rights as contemoorerv Slave Narrative
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Andrea O'Reilly Herrera, university of Delaware
Maxine Hong Kingston: On Cultural Discovery
24. "We Who Believe in Freedom Cannot
Rest Until it comes": using the NCBI
Model to welcome Diversity in the
Feminist Classroom
Dupont H (DOuble Sesslon··Continues 2:15 p.m.!
Barbara w. cerber, state university of New York college at
oswego
Nancy osborne, State University of New York College at
oswego
utilizing the concept that we are always confronting
intersecting oppressions, this workshop will rocus on coalition
building and networking. Leaders and participants will
demonstrate exercises designed to welcome diversity and
interrupt oppression in classroom and community
environments.
25. Lesbian perspectives on/in Literature
west A
seaphln Morgan, George Washington university
Has this Bastard Gone Legit?: Dorothy Allison and An Expanding
ReadershiP
Mary calvin, State university of New York at Albany
Lesbian Theory In poetry
Mary Beth Hansen, Morgan State university
Opening the Closed Discussion: Initfal Reactions to Lesbian
temtms: Literary Criticism
26. Rediscovering Jewish Biblical
Heroines
west B
Phyllis Holman welsbard, University of Wisconsin
serer: Bat Asher: A Woman from Biblical Midrashic Tradition
Miriam Kalman Harris, Dallas,Texas
Lilith, Eve, and The Girls: Sowing New Circles of JewiSh Heroines
27. Child Sexual Abuse: Theoretical, Legal
and practical perspectives
west C
Rosarla Champagne, syracuse University
Femini~t Theory and Survivor Culture
Zita Dresner, university of the District of Columbia
DOUbly Victimized: JudicIal Treatment of Adult Survivors of
Childhood sexual Abuse
Elaine Leeder, Ithaca College
A Feminist Approach to Therapy with Family Abuse
28. ReWeaving women into Science
Scholarship and Curricula to Reflect Our
Lives
west D
Sue V. Rosser, university of South Carolina
Darlene Richardson, Indiana university of pennsylvania
Maureen MCHugh,Indiana University of pennsylvania
Panelists will discusstwo programs aimed at transforming
university sciencecourses: The university of South Carolina
System model project aimed primarily at changing teaching
strategies to recruit and retain women in the science fields
and the Indiana university of pennsylvania project to institute
changes In both the science curriculum and pedagogy to
create a more hospitable learning environment.
29. A Reading by Judith Arcana
West E
Judith Arcana, union Institute Center for Women.
Other writers are invited to read their work following Judith
Arcana's reading.
30. Revenge of the Women's Studies
professor: True Stories from the
Trenches of Academia
Delegate Room, Embassy Suites
Bonnie Morris, St. lawrence University
A play in five parts.
~~:':sti:..,::,,~ngs •.••.•'..•..."....•.•.....•........' .' '"
12;45 p,m. Home Is struggle 137min.! . . .
U5 p.m. Juggling Gelider (27 min.!' . . '. '.'
1,55 p.m·..K~p.yaur Laws'Off MY·Body (13 min.! .
•:.... _' .... _.'_' .• _,;_... ',_ . .- ..• :_:.:.;".,.:'::, . .-;. __:-C-. :- ... , , __ ,.,:".;.",_;" -,:.' .•..... ::'.: ..... ,;;,0:;,:. '.;.;
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31. Spanning the Gulf of Gender: The Role
of Men in Women's studies
Suite 728
Dana D. Anderson, Pacific Lutheran university
Elizabeth Brusco, Pacific Lutheran university
Becky Frehse, Pacific lUtheran University
rms panel will address the role of men, who are Increasingly
taking courses, majoring and minoring in women's studies, and
will identify their potentially beneficial and/or detrimental
effects on the field. The panel will address five roles that men
play: as students in courses; as majors and minors in programs;
as faculty instructors in our courses; as faculty committee
members for our programs; and as faculty and administrative
sources of political support for our programs.
32. Mileva Einstein-Marie: The Woman
Who Did Einstein's Mathematics
Room 3014
Senta Troemel·Ploetz, University of Florida
rms session will examine the life and work of Einstein-Marie
and her collaboration with Einstein during the years when he
did the work that later won him the Nobel prize. The ways in
which these two life stories exemplify the life patterns that
lead to the construction of success for men and the
deconstruction of success for women will also be explored.
33. Re-Membering and Re-Telling: Life
History MethodOlogy as Feminist Practice
Room 3015
Donna Rowe, university of Maryland
Maryland Battered Women Who KiIf: Storyteffing for Survival
Ariella zeller, university of Maryland
Jewish Women and Abortion: Deconstfucting the Sflence In
Sharing Our Stories
Carole Ford, Empire State College/State university New York at
New Paltz
They Call Themselves 'The Girls': An Oral nistorv
34. Multicultural Discourse and Praxis
Room 3016
Beatrlz relckl, Trinity College
Approaching the MUlticultural Discourses of Both the Latin-
American and the U.S. Educated Latina
Ximena Zuniga, University of Michigan
Clovanna DIChlro, university of california-santa Cruz
Megan Baler, university of california-Santa Cruz
Contradictions of Critical/Multicultural Praxis: NegOtiating
"uoeretorv: Discourses in the Classroom
35. TextlileJ Criticism
Room 3017
Mary Beth Kwasek, universrrv of Nebraska-lincoln
Nebraska ountmsrers and the Language of Creation
Robin Meader, George Washington University
Angles on an Afghan: Reading My Family's seacoven
36. Gender, Language, and
Communication
Logan
Claudia Fuchs, university Of Frankfurt
A German GUidebook for Nonsexist usage
Anita Taylor, Editor, Women and LangUage
Carol valentine, organization for the Study of
Communication, Language, and Gender/ Arizona State
university
Strategies for Implementing Gender Neutral Communication
into the Academy and the Workplace
37. Body Politics
Dupont F
Cayo camber, George Washington University
Barbie the I·DOL:A Story of Female Desire, Resistance, and
subversion
Nora M. Heimann, cltvtmfversttv of New York ..unlversity
Center
Re-Engendering Joan of Arc: The Body of Politic and One
Woman's BOdy
Connie Koppleman, State University of New York at Stony
Brook
Hair as a svmbot of Power and Powerlessness: A Multicultural
Discussion of the Politics of Women's Hairstyles
38. Women and Professional Identity
Dupontc
Dorothy Mandelbaum, Rutgers UniversIty
Testing a PSYChological Theory of Career salience Development
In Women: The Lives of Helene Deutsch and Karen Horney
Vicki Tarsch, Norman, Oklahoma
Women's Issues and Nursing: Connections Between the
Ideologies about Women in American Society and the
Professsion of Nursing
39. "We Who Believe in Freedom Cannot
Rest Until it Comes": Using the NCBI
Model to Welcome Diversity in the
Feminist Classroom
Dupont H (Double Session--Continued from 12:45-
2:00 p.m.)
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Barbara W. Cerber, State University of New York college at
oswego
Nancy OSborne, State university of New York Collegeat
Oswego
s. Travis Silcox, KreSge colfegelUnlversity of California·Santa Cruz
The Politics of Literary Reviewing: Two Casestuates-suce Walker
and Barbara Kingsolver
40. Oueers in the Classroom: Politics and
Pedagogy
WestA
45. Imperialism, colonialism, and The
Traffic in Women
Delegate Room,Embassysuites
Joanne Clasgow, Bergen community College
tescninq Queer: incorporating Cay and Lesbian perspectives
into Introductory Courses
ceraldlne Moane, university college-Dublin
Colonialism as Metaphor for Women's OppressIon
Margaret Fonow, Ohio State University
High RIsk Behavior: Lesbian Feminism in the Academy
Kazuko Watanabe, Kyoto sancvo universttv
"Comfort Women": Militarism and TraffiCking in Women
Mary calvin, State University of New York--Albany
Lesbian Literature in Feminist pedagogy Bang-soon Yoon, Central washington university
Korean "Military Comfort Women~: Victims of Military
Imperialism, Colonialism and Class
41. Integrating Older Women into the
ACademy and the National Agenda
west B
~~:lh:a~L"9S....
~;;~~~~::~~.~~~I~::~~~~;5min .. .Deborah Chalfle, American Association of Retired Persons
Women's Initiative
Dianna M_porter, Older Women's league
putting Midl/fe and Older Women on the National Agenda
Roxanne Frledenfels, Drew university
Integrating Long-Living Women into the cumcutum
42. passing: A Reading on Jewish
women's Identity
west c
Bonnie Moms, St. lawrence university
This one-woman plav addresses Jewish women's identity,
stereotyping, and assimilation in two generations of the
playwright's family.
43. Cender and Literary cenre
West D
Barbara patrick, RowanCOllege
Terror and subversion in American Women's Ghostly Fiction
Bernice L. Hausman, University of Iowa




Anna Norris, university of virginia
Condemned to suence. French Prison Writers
Ylng-Ylng Chien, pennsylvania State university
From Utopian to ovstootsn World: Feminist Fiction by
Contemporary Taiwanese Women Writers
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46. Crant writing and Proposal
Development for the Nineties
Suite 728
Luvenla Pinson, New York, New York
This workshop will cover: a brief history of foundations in the
U.S.; grant/proposal development; and funding strategies.
participants will generate a mini-proposal in the workshop.
47. "Sisters are Doin' It for Themselves":
Integrating Women's Literature Across
the (English>Curriculum
Room 3014
Julia Cerglts, Youngstown State university
Sherry L1nkon, Youngstown State University
Linda Strom, Youngstown State university
stephanie Tingley, Youngstown State University
This workshop will discuss ways of moving women's literature
into the center of literary and composition studies. Presenters
will propose ways to weave women writers, feminist theory,
and interdisciplinary discussions of gender, class, race/ethntcitv
and sexual preference into "mainstream" literature and writing
courses.
48. "I Never Paint with Colors Mixed by
Another": Feminist Dilutions in the Year
of the Woman
Room 3015
Patricia M. Lengermann, George Washington University
Jill Nlebrugge-Brantley, George wasntncton university
Karla Mantilla, George Mason university
This presentation focuses on what women can and must learn
from the experience of the attempts to nominate women to
positions in the Clinton Administration. It focuses on the
divisions among women the emerged from this process: those
dlvlslons located in real differences; those divisions
encouraged by the media; and those divisions located in the
unique experience of individual biography. It will conclude by
posing the Question of how we ought to respond to these
differences, carttcutartv Class, global location, the meaning of
work, and sexuararrecncnat orientation and feminist position.
49. women, Business, and Economics
Room 3016
Kelly Blue, St. petersburg, Florida
Women'S Role in the New "Global economv:
Selma H. Lamkin, Hyde Park, Massachusetts
Women and Small Business
Lauren seraen, St. Mary's college, Notre Dame university
Linda wlcander, Central MiChigan university
The Matriarchy Model: Implications for the organization
Jennifer James, Washington, DC
Heather navts, College Park, Maryland
The Economics of Speaking: Feminist pedagogy and Poetics
50. Feminists Thinking about the Family
Room 3017
Cathy weinberg, Syracuse university
The Politics of Mothering
Christina L. Baker, university of Maine
Christina Baker Kline, New York universitylYale University
Mothers and Daughters: The Legacv of Feminism
Sandra patton, University of Maryland-College Park
Constructions of Race and Family: Racial Matching Politics of
Transracial Adoption
Dorothy C. Miller, Wichita State university
Feminist Families and Social policy: Reweaving Theory and
Practice for the Twenty-First century
51. "Tell Me Something 1Can't Forget":
Poor Women writing Their Stories
Logan
Mary Clare Powell, testev College
This session will describe a writing workshop for women living
in housing projects in Western Massachusetts. This cornrnunttv-
based project has implications both for classroom pedagogy
on all levels and for efforts to address poverty, racial and
gender oppression, and the empowerment of marginalized
groups.
52. Charlotte Perkins eilman, Feminism,
and Racism
oupont F
Jennifer RaHerty, Trinity COllege
Barbara A. White, University of New Hampsnrre
Mary M. Moynihan, university of New Hampshtre
This panel explores Charlotte Perkins Gilman'S relationship with
feminists, inclUding ntneteenth-centurv "domestic rernmtsts.'
her suffragist contemporaries, and second-wave feminists.
Particular emphasis will be placed on the tensions created for
feminists by the contradictions between Gilman's progressive
views on women and her social Darwinist views of other
oppressed groups.
53. StUdents' understandings of Cender
in the Classroom and at the university
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Dupont C
cheryl L sattler, Florida State university
·,t's Alwavs the Woman that Kills": Student Constructions of
Gender at the UniversIty
ElissaM. Lewis, Southwest Missouri State university
Heather Knight, Southwest Missouri State University
Student Antipathy Toward Cender Studies Faculty
Priscilla wallace, National-Louis University
Authority and Egalitarianism: pedagogical Dilemmas of the
Feminist Classroom
Lauren Strach, Saint Mary's COllege, Notre Dame University
Karllee Watson, Saint Mary's College, Notre Dameuniversity
William cash, Saint Mary's college, Notre Dame university
undergraduate Women and Their Teachers: Analysis of
Perceived Gender DIfferences tn Teaching
54. Interconnecting Activism and Theory
Dupont H
Carmen del Rio, Chile
RefationShip Between Our Theory and Practice
Nancy J. Smith, Millersville university
weaving Feminist Theory and Activism: The Life and Work of
Mary parker Follett
Beth percival, services for Adult survivors of SexualAbuse,
Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island,Canada
Intersections: In Defense of Being a Feminist Activist and
Academic
55. Personal Autobiographies as
Teaching and Learning opportunities
West A
Karel Rose, Brooklyn College
Martha McKenna, LesleyCollege
Claudia ehrlstla, LesleyCollege
personal Narratives and Autobiographfes as Passage
Barbara Hillyer, University of Oklahoma
Women's Disability Narratives and the sonncs of Storytelling
56. Curriculum Transformation: Models
and Modes
West B
Myrna coldenberg, Montgomery College
Sara coulter, Towson State University
paula Rothenberg, New Jersey Project
L1za Flol-Matta, tacuarcra Community college
Bonnie Thornton 0111,Memphis State project
The presenters in this sessionwill discuss the curriculum
transformation projects they organized and implemented. The
presenters, whose projects represent four different models of
transformation, will describe their projects briefly and wlll ask
the audience to join in discussion of the issuescommon to
most transformation projects.
57. Jewish women: Experience and
Identity
west c
Lauren B. cranlte, Drew university
The Accidental convert: Reflections on Fieldwork In Ierusetem
Miriam Joyce Haron, Purdue university-calumet
One Toe Out the Front Door: Chicago'S Nineteenth century
German Jewish Women
Emily Angel saer, Christian Brothers university
Matzot on the Mississippi: East European Jewfsh Women in the
Memphis Pinch, 1900·45
Henny wenkart, Jewish Women's ResourceCenter, New York
Revaluation of Female value: The roemon: Lilith as Feminist
Role Model
58. Sexual Politics in the ACademy
west D
Diane canlere, Evervwoman's College
Departmental Confrontation: Microcosm of Gender Differences,
An Attempt at Deconstruction
Kathryn Morvan, University of Toronto
June Larkin, Ontario Institute for Studies In Education
constructing the Woman Friendlv Graduate scnoot
59. Backlash
west E
Pauline B. Bart, university of illinois-Chicago
The Banned Professor as a Loose canon, OrAin't f a Gender?
Michelle Harrison, university of Pittsburgh Medical School
Mary Dean, Attorney, St. paul, Minnesota
Margaret JensvOId, Institute for Researchon Women's Health
Janice Raymond, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
Circle of the Fired/Circle of the Tired
60. From the Heart of Silence: Dialogues
from a Triangle. A Play in Three Acts
Delegate Room,Embassy Suites
Carole Wolfe Konek, Wichita State University
wendy Salklnd, University of Maryland
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From its beginnings, feminism has engaged in uncovering and deconstructing the hidden paradigms
of conventionai male centered "knowiedge." Recently, feminist scholarsand thinkers have sought to
imagine new paradigms of "knowing" in many realms. This plenary will address some of these new
understandings in relation to science, environmentalism, spirituality, race, and identity.
Panelists
Introducer
Janet Sims-Wood, Moorland Spingarn ResearchCenter, Howard University
Sue V. Rosser, Director of Women's studies, Professor of Family and Preventive Medicine, University
of South carolina at Columbia. She is the North American editor Of Women's studies Internationai
Forum. Among her books are: Femaie menatv Science: Appiying Women's Studies Methods and
Theories to Attract stuaents to Science, Feminism in the Science and Heaith care Professions:
Overcoming Resistance, and Teaching Science and Heaith from a Feminist Perspective.
Catherine Keller, Professor of Constructive rneoiocv, Drew university Theological School. Feminist
theologian and author of From a Broken Web: Separation, Sexism and Self and of the forthcoming
Apocalypse Now and Then: A Feminist Approach to the End of the World.
Elizabeth Minnich, Former Dean and Professor of Philosophy and Women's studies, Union Institute
Graduate School. Her books include: Transforming Knowiedge and Reconstructing the Academy:
Women's Education and Women's stuaies. Shehaslectured widely on women's studies and
curriculum transformation.
CarOlyn Johnson, Senior ResearchAssociate in the African American stucies StUdiesProgram at
Purdue University and President of the Women's Division of the Board of Global Ministries of the
United Methodist Church. Shehas had extensive experience in women's issuesworldwide, women
and development, and women and environmentalism. Recently, she participated in the global Earth
Summit Conference.
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61. Women's Studies in the Creat Lakes
Suite 728
Anne statham. university of Wisconsin Women's Studies
Consortium
Jacqueline ROSS, university of Wisconsin Women's Studies
Consortium
PhylliS Holman welsbard, University of Wisconsin Women's
Studies Consortium
Alejandra Elenes, university of Wisconsin Women's Studies
Consortium
Mary J. H. Beach, chicago Area Women's Studies Association
Irene Campos Carr, Chicago Area Women's Studies Association
Marianne Whatley, Committee for Institutional cooperation,
Women's Studies program Directors
This session is intended to explore the possibilities of
consortia! efforts in women's studies, first within states, then
across states. Individuals who have worked for two consortlal
groups-university of Wisconsin Women's Studies consortium
and Chicago Area Women's Studies essocratron-wm discuss the
various types of activities that are possible and desirable.
62. conceptual Transformations in the
Social Sciences
Room 3014
cheryl L. settler, Florida State university
Re-Thinking Research: Marxism, Feminism, and Methodology
Linda Wlcander, Central Michigan university
Lauren Strach, st. Mary's cOllege, Notre Dame university
fntegrating Women's Issues Into Schools of Business Curriculum
Elaine J. Hall, Old Dominion university
Myra Marx Ferree, University of Connecticut
Bringing the Feminist Revolution to Sociology: Gender and Race
paradigms in TextbookS
63. Women's Experience in cuatemala,
Japan and the Middle East
Room 3015
Nancy J. Black, Metropolitan State University
Voices from cuetemsts. Social Transformations among cucne
ueven Women
Tasha Adrlanne zahn, St. Petersburg, Florida
Looking Beyond the Veil: A Feminist Anthropology of Sisterhood
in the Middle East
Marleen Kassel, State University New York at New Paltz
An Historical Survey of Women in Japanese Religion
64. understanding the past through
Feminist Theory and Women's Experience
Room 3016
Sharon Leder, Nassau community College
Women's Experience of the Holocaust and the Cult of
Motherhood
Judith Oschshorn, university of South Florida
FemInist Theories and a russote: Past
65. International Women's Studies
Room 3017
Larine Cetz, university of North carouna-cnariotte
The Design, Development and Growth of Women's Studies in
Germany
Junko Kanamura, State university of New York at Buffalo
Kowsar Chowdhury, Silver spring, Maryland
Catherine Ralsslguler, University of Oregon
Women and Education: How Does School Shape women's
Gender Identity?: international perspectives
66. The Heroic Woman Warrior
Logan Room
Moderator, Linda Crant De pauw, George Washington
university
M.C. Devilbiss, lutheran Theological Seminary at Gettysburg
No Deborahs or Joans Need Appply: Why the United States
Rejects the Heroic Woman Warrior
Jan Whiteley, Woodbridge, Virginia
Weapon and Wielder; The craft of the spiritual Warrior
67. Women Looking at Men Looking at
Women
Dupont F
Karen E. Beardlee, BUrlington County College
Bevond sterotvoes. individual Women in James Baldwin'S GO Tell
It On tne Mountain
Lynn Osman Elkin, California state university-Hayward
Feminist Films of Joe Eszterhas: Is Basic Instinct an exceotion»
Krlstl s. Anderson, Russell Sage college
wendy Kalmar, Drew university
fDe)COnstructing Difference: Why Feminists Should worry about
The Ctying Game.
68. Violence Against Women:
International perspectives
Dupont C
FumlkO Takase, Nishinomiya, Japan
Sexual Harassment in Japan
Jessica S. Grassmann, Pennsylvania state University
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Sexual Exploitation: Connections between PornograPhy,
Prostitution, Sexual Harassment and Violence
Xlanghuan Zhang, George Washington university
"Home Alone" Children in America and in China
Usha Rao N.J., Council for Social Development, India
Awareness, Empowerment, and the Women's Movement
69. Advocates for Change: The Women
and Science project at UIUC
Dupont H
Nan M. Dibello, university of Illinois
Jean T. Peterson, University of Illinois
The workshop will share information about the Women and
Science project initiated at the university of Illinois four years
ago. The project has Included both a research and a service
component. The workshop will review the development of
the project, present research methods and findings, discuss
problems and successes, and consider institutional effects
resulting from the project.
70. Reproductive Rights Education
Project at a College Level: From
Community to Classroom
west A
IrII Auet1Mch, Hunter College
_ J'etclleSky, Hunter College
IetfIIICllIe, Hunter COllege
IYDenl aeun8 uno, Hunter COllege
Mary Leftarttles, Hunter College
NOdlta MalOn, Hunter College
This panel will present the goals, objectives and history of The
Reproductive Rights Education project, a joint effort of the
Community Health Education and Women's stuores Programs
at Hunter COllege, The panelists will asto discuss the four major
components of the project: the internship program;
curriculum development; community empowerment training;
and internatIonal research networks,
71. Experience!s) in the Feminist
Classroom
West B
Virginia A. Smith, pennsylvania State university
Pedagogy and the Personal: On Having MY Mother as a stuaent
in a Women's StudieS/Women's Writers Course
Patricia A. Hartman, california University of pennsylvania
Woman as Hero: EVOlving Definitions
Karen C. Howe, Trenton state COllege
ListenIng to Student voices. Journal Writing by Female and Male
Students in a Women's stuates Course
72. Creating the Inclusive Curriculm:
Instituting a Required MultiCUltural,
Interdisciplinary Course Which privileges
Women's Experience.
west c
Patricia E. Ortman, Mount Vernon COllege
Sharon Fechter, Mount Vernon College
Nina Mlkhalevsky, Mount Vernon College
Mary Buckley, Mount Vernon COllege
Anne Emery, Mount Vernon College
Panelists wIll discuss a recently instituted multicultural
Interdtsctpunarv course which privileges women's experience.
They will present the course from several perspectives
including the rationale for the course, the way it operates and
its advantages for students, The panelists wIll also share what
they have learend about getting a course Institutionalized as a
requirement.
73. ThinkIng Through Our MOthers:
Subversion in the writings of Virginia
woolf
West D
Martha Heller, SUNYStony Brook
Wooff in Space: The Power of Location in 'sxetcr. of the Past"
Peter Naccarato, SUNY Stony Brook
Beyond the StraIght Mind: VIrginia Woolf and the tesbien
Continuum,
Karyn Valerius, State unlversitv of New York at stony Brook
projectIle Politics
74. ScholarShip, Teaching, and Politics:
The Mission of a Feminist Journal
West E
Patsy Schwelckart, Editor, NWSA Journal
Susan Franzosa, Associate Editor, NWSA Journal
Mary Beth Rhlel, Associate EdItor, NWSA Journaf
Barbara White, Book eevtew Editor
Sandy Coyner, NWSAJournal Board Member
Barbara Pope, NWSAJournal Board Member
Marla Conzales, NWSAJournal Board Member
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75. combatting Racism and Sexism in
Academic settings
NeW England Room, Sheraton
tenee Lorraine, university of Tennessee-chattanooga
Dealing with Rap in the Classroom: conflicts of Cender and Race
J. LV" Rhoden, university of North Carolina
Black and White coueae Women's Struggles
Lorraine P. Mayfield-grown, Montclair State College
Against oppression: Empowerment thrOugh Critical science
Helene vann, University of New Mexico
combating Racism within the Women's studies Journal
FronI1er'S
76. Sexuality after Midlife
WilloW Room, Sheraton Hotel
Dena Taylor, crossing Press
Amber Coverdale sumrall, crossins Press
The editors of The Times of Our Lives: Women Write on Sex
After FOrty and Women of the 14th Moon: WritIngs on
Menopause will present a workshop, basedon stories of
WISdomand humor, for women over rortv of all sexual
orientations or lack thereof.
77. Ciender and Violence: Transforming a
Rape culture
Delegate Room, Embassy Suites
SUSanGrIHln, Author of A Chorus of Stories: A Woman Looks at
War
Martha Roth, Milkweed Editions
Myrlam Mledzian, MilkWeed Editions
Pamela Fletcher, MilkWeed Editions
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78. A Feminist Care of the Self Model:
Somatics, Friendship, and Resistance
Suite 728
Sharon R. Guthrie, california State University-long Beach
Shirley Castelnuovo, Northeastern Illinois University
thts workshop will focus on a feminist care of the self
model and mind-body practices that facilitate the
development of female bonding, friendship, and
resistance to patriarchal feminine oocv beauty discourses.
Findings drawn from presenters' stunv of women oocv
builders and women who practice seff-defense will be
highlighted in the discussion.
79. Unlearning to Not Speak: Poetry
and Prose Readings
Room 3014
Helane Levine-Keating, Pace UnJversity
Women Speaking the Unspeakable: A Poetry Reading
Miriam It Harris; Dallas, Texas
unspeakable, unpredIctable, Banned: Readings from The
UnOredictable Adventure, ov Claire Myers sootswooa
Owens.
80. Combining Feminism and
MUlticulturalism in the Classroom
Room 301S
Patrice Caldwell, Eastern New Mexico university
The Challenges of FemInist MUlticUlturalism: The Examples
of Shlzuko Co and Mariama Ba
Judy Lenslnk, University of Arizona
Lynn FleisChman, University of Arizona
practIcing Diversity Within a ttWomen In Western Culture"
Course
81. Con/Textual Violence Against
Women
Room 3016
Marie Lovrod, university of Calgary
Reflections on the Reading and Writing of Child Sexual
Abuse
Charlotte Hogsett, Richland Northeast High school,
COlumbia, South Carolina
Incest as a Generative Factor In the Work of Marguerite
Yourcenar
RObyn Marder, syracuse New York
ASking for It or Being Told to Take It- Rape and the Beauty
Mvth in Literature and ContemporalY Culture
82. Where is Shirley Valentine?:
Rediscovering Women's Voices in
Introduction to Women's Studies
Room 3017
Jennifer MCNabb, West Virginia university
Jeanne COerlach, West virginia University
The purpose of this workshop will be to help the audIence
discover how they can use the film Shirlev Valentine to
help students in introductory women's studies courses
connect class discussions and activities to the film's
message. Handouts will inClude course syllabus, a packet
of materials used In the course, and bibliography.
83. Cuban Feminism
Logan Room
Janis Strout, princeton University
Members of the Hermanas Delegation
Feminism in soasnst Cuba
Alta F. McDonald, Curry C6ilege
Women's Equality in Cuba: Implications for American Social
Pollcv
84. Black Women's World War"
Military Experiences
Dupont F
Martha Putney, Retired, Washington DC
Dovey Roundtree, Attorney, Washington DC
Janet Sims-Wood, librarian, Hillcrest Helqts, Maryland
Through a narrated slide presentation and panel
discussion, this session highlights women who have been
Ignored in written histories of World War II, celebrates the
fiftieth anniversary of the Women's Army Corps, and
documents the contributions of African-American women
to the War effort.
85. The (Lackof) Debate on Hormones
and Aging: Where are the Feminists?
Dupont G
Nancy Worcester, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Marianne H. Whatley, university of Wisconsin-Madison
Presenters will identify some of the Issues femInists
should be debating about hormone replacement therapy
and will look at The National Women'S Hearth Network's
hormone education campaign as an example of the
dialOgue which needs to be taking place In women's
academic and activist communities.
86. Feminist 'Grading': How DoWe
Know that They Know?
Dupont H
Barbara S. Stengel, MillersvtHe university
Cheryl Desmond, Millersville University
Nancy Smith, Miltlersvifle University
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Edle JOhnston, Millersville University
Jane Krep, McCaskey High School
This panel will feature five feminist Instructors (three
college and two high scnoon who will focus on their own
attempts to atter the way that they and their students
think about grading, While each participant will give a
brief description of her own strategies (with handouts),
approximately half the time will be spent in open
discussion of concrete ways to rewrite course assignments
to mirror feminist views.
87. Trashing: Women versus Women
west A (Double session-continues 2:15-3:45
p.rn.)
Rosemary Keefe Curb, Rollins College
Barbara Hillyer, Norman, Oklahoma
Joyce Ann Joyce, chicago State University
Annette Kolodny, university of Arizona
Susan Koppelman, St. Louis, Missouri
Barbara white, university of New Hampshire
Emily Toth, louisiana State university
This panel will be a two-stage session in which the seven
presenters will first tell their stories of being trashed and
then discuss why women trash women.
88. Feminism and Heterosexuality
west B
Karen 50snoskl, Brandeis university
compulsory Heterosexuality and/in Twentieth century
Representations of Women's snenasmos
Kay Foley, University of Missouri-Columbia
The Search for a Lost Brother: On Being a Heterosexual
Feminist
89. Combining Our Money with Our
politics: Increasing Our Feminist
Power
west c
$Usan crtm, Alexandria, Virginia
Barbara Bates, Women's Studies Endowment, Washington
DC
Ailsa cravltz, Co-OP America, Washington DC
Ann Mulligan, Alexandria, Virginia
This workshop on socially responsible investing and
money management will suggest methods by which
feminists can make their money work in consonance with
their principles and will propose plans for increasing the
clout of feminist money.
90. Bridges Toward Power: student
Activism and Academics
west D
Kara Karll, campuses organized Against Rape, DePaul
university
participants In this workshop will learn how to develop an
interconeotate student network and how to establish a
working relationship between academics and activism,
using the model of campuses Organized Against Rape, a
coalition of students from Chicago area universities
committed to a united effort to stop sexual violence.
91. Learning by Networking:
Comparing/contrasting NWSAto
Women in Literature and Life (WILLA)
West E
Dure Jo Cllllkln, staten Island COllege
Jeanne Marcum Cerlach, West Virginia university
The presenters, members of both NWSA and WilLA, will
discuss ways in which both groups can work together to
form multivoiced collaborations on common issues about
our personal and professional lives, our SCholarship, and
our affiliation relationships.
92. What Feminists Need to Knows
about Science, Technology, and
society
New England Room, Sheraton
Bonnie spanter, state university of New York at Albany
What's wrong with The Science and the Politics of the
New Versions of Biological Determinist Claims About
Gender and sexuality?: What Every Feminist Should Know
Audrey CraWfOrd, Houston, Texas
Handing the Power Glasses Back and Forth: Women and
Technology In the Poems of Adrienne Rich
93. RaCe,Gender, and Identity in 19th·
Century American Autobiographical
writings
Delegate Room, Embassy Suites
Toni CulJak, La Salle university
Pldge MOlyneaux, La salle University
Marjorie Allen, La Salle university
This panel will explore the ways in which gender and race
influence the construction of identity as reflected in
nineteenth century autobiographical writings by white
and Native American women and contrast them with the
dominant paradigm for human identity and mdlvtduausm
presented in autobroerapntes written by white males
during the same time period.
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Constituency Council
Willow Room, Sheraton
Businessmeeting of the cnairs of regions, caucuses, and
task forces to elect representatives to the Governing
councn.
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94. Teaching Class in Women's studies:
coing a step Beyond .••
suite 728
Caryatls cardea, Sinister Wisdom
Bethania GOnzales, sacramento State university
Jamie Lee Evans, Aunt lute Books/San Francisco Women
Against Rape
Unlike many presentations on class, this workshop will not
focus on deprivation. The oresenters-rernlntst writers,
teachers, and activists from diverse ethnic and cultural
baCkgrounds-will address issues of class pride and the
development of working class culture and strategies for
teaching about class In the classroom.
95. Faculty Development: A Feminism and
Science Project
Room 3014
Margaret Duncombe, socro.ocv, Colorado college
KathY Merrill, Mathematics, Colorado College
Barbara Whitten, Physics, colorado College
In this workshop, the presenters will describe the rnecnantcs,
content, and outcomes of a faculty development seminar,
Feminist critiques of science, which they held at Colorado
couece, The kind of work faculty completed In the seminar
will be illustrated with presentations on mathematics and
pnvslcs,
96. HOnoring Old Women's Words and
Work
Room 3015
Judith JohnSOn, Ohio state university-Newark
Making Sense of an Old Woman's Words
Ruth Harriet JacobS, Dorothy James Robert project Director,
Wellesley, Massachusetts
The Feminist LegacV of Dorothy James Roberts' Work and Life
97. Extra/lntracurricular Conversations:
Negotiating the Practical Within the
Theoretical
Room 3016
Kathleen A. Brosnahan, State University of New York at stony
Brook
Ann Bomberger, State university of New York at Stony Brook
Jennifer Gillan, State University of New York at Stony Brook
Mary Sullivan, state University of New York at Stony Brook
Stephanie wardrop, State university of New York at Stony
Brook
The panelists, graduate students in both English and women's
Studies, wish to place a variety of Issues relating to identity,
difference, and experience In a conversational forum. Each
panelist wl1f pose a problem-that she Is currentlY engaging In
her own research for the group to consider couaoorattveiv.
98. Differences Among Women: Clinton's
ouest for Attorney Ceneral··A Case study
Room 3017
Patricia M. Lengermann, George Washington university
Jill Nlebrugge-Brantley, George wasntncron University
This presentation focuses on what women can and must learn
from the experience of the attempts to nominate women to
positions In the Clinton Administration, The divisions among
women which emerged from this process are located In real
differences; those divisions encouraged ev the media, and
those divisions located in the unique experience of individual
biography. It will conclude by posing the Question of how we
OUght to respond to these differences, particularly class, glObal
location, the meaning of work, and sexual/affectlonal
orientation and feminist position.
99. E-Mail Rhymes with Female: Women's
StUdies and Electronic Communications
Logan Room
Joan s. Korenman, university of Maryland·Baltimore County
ThiS session will explain what "electronic mail (E-MaiIJ" and
"electronic discussion forums" are and how they can be used.
Particular attention will be devoted to WMST·L, an electronic
forum whose purpose Is to faclliate dlscussslon of women's
studies teaching, research, and program administration and to
publicize lob announcements, calls for papers, conferences,
publications, and the like.
100. Diversity through Cinematic
Representation and Theory
Dupont F
Rose Bremer, Ohio State university
An Introduction to the Politics of Lesbian Representation in Film
wendY Minkoff, Ohio State University
Framing Theory: Creating Space for Female Subjectivity in Film
Barbara A. Moum, Ohio State University
EstabliShing Female Vofces Through Diverse Cultural
Perspectives
Hannelore Mundt, University of Wyoming
Women's SUbmissive Resistance: The ParadoxIcal World of
Female Representation In Madonna Videos
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101. Teaching and Learning Women's
Studies
Oupont C
Lisa L. Ossian, Iowa State university
"I didn't know what to expect ... "; The First Women's Studies
Course
Irene C. GOldman, Ball State university
TeachIng the Introductory Women's Studies Course
Patti Owen-Smith, Oxford COlJegelEmory University
Shirley A. stave, Oxford COllege/Emory University
Ina Jane Wundram, Oxford College/Emory university
Feminist Teaching Across the cumauum. ReClaiming the
GOddess
Diane LeBow, Canada College
Still Swinging After All These YearS--Multicultural Feminist
Studies: 25 Years at a conservative community College
102. Education to Support Women's Adult
Development: Shift Happens
Dupont H
Kathleen Taylor, St. Mary'S College of caurornta
rnrs interactive workshop will evolve from and focus on shared
narratives: excerpts from the stories of the returning women
learners in the presenters research stunv as well as workshop
particIpants' stories and the presenter's own story. Workshop
participants wlll take away practical ideas which they can
integrate with their own protesslonal or personal
teaching/learning environments.
103. Trashing: Women versus Women
West A (DOuble session-Continued from 12:45-2:00
p.m.)
Rosemary Keefe Curb, Rollins COllege
Barbara Hillyer, Norman, Oklahoma
Joyce Ann Joyce, Chicago State university
Annette Kolodny, university of Arizona
Susan Koppelman, St. Louis, Missouri
Barbara White, university of New Hampshire
Emily Toth, louisiana State university
This session will be a two-stage session in which the seven
presenters will first tell their stories of being trashed and then
discuss why women trash women.
104. Lesbian Theory and Research
West B
Michelle Maher, Syracuse university
What Does it Do for us/tnemr. Issues of Power and
Representation in teeoten Research
PatrIcia Bollno, Purdue University
"The Personal is Political" in Practice: Housework and Coming
Out of the Closet
Allee Parker, university of Alabama
This is Not a LesbIan
Christine saUlnier, University of California-Berkeley
serenity to Insurrection: Lesbians and Groups
105. Cender, MultiCUlturalism, and the
CurriCUlum: Issue~.of InClusion
West C
Evelyn Torton Beck, University of Maryland-COllege Park
Curriculum Transformation project
Deborah Rosenfelt, university of Maryland-College Park
Curriculum Transformation Project
Bonnie Thornton Dill, University of Maryland-College Park
Curriculum rransrormanon project
This presentation will focus on the QUestions: To what extent
does a commitment to multicultural diversity include a
commitment to gender; How inclusive is the concept of
"culture"?; Who is excluded from "multlcutturat diverslty-?
When? Why? These presentations wilt both raise theoretical
questions and examine existing poncies and practices In both
higher and secondary education.
106. Violence and Legalized (MiS/Myth)
Representation
west D
Joanna Plepgrass, University of Southern Maine
Lisa Nelson, University of Southern Maine
This panel will present poststructuralist feminist readings of
cinematic and legal represetatlons of violence to and by
marginalized subjects. The papers will focus on the SUbject of
an agent in narratives of legal transgression.
107. Twentieth Century Women's
Literature
west E
Charlotte Templin, university of Indianapolis
Margaret AtwOOd'S Interrogation of Feminism: TIle Handmaid's
Tale and eat:s Eye
Susan Melsen Helder, California State umverstrv-san Bernadino
Bessie Head's "Perfect Statements": The Art of Ordinary
Language
Rosemary LyonS-Chase, Columbia Greene Community College
Antonine Maiffet of Quebec
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Marla Jerlnlc, State university of New York at stony Brook
Sharon aids and the ouest for Evil
108. Individual and Institutional
strategies for combatting Violence
Against women
New England Room, Sheraton
Amanda Konradl, university of California-santa Cruz
Negotiated Accounts: An Exploration of Rape Survivors'
Strategies for TestifYing in Court
Kathleen E. Nucclo,university of Minnesota-Duluth
Marla pendavakl, University of Minnesota-Duluth
Double Arrest Patterns Among Domestic Violence Victims: A
Latent conseauence of Mandatory Arrest Laws
Elaine H. Wheeler, university of Wisconsin-Madison/Mendota
Mental Health Institute
The organization as perpetrator and perpetuato, of Violence
Against Women
Ruth Busch, SChool of law, University of waikato, New Zealand
Domestic Violence and the New Zealand Justice system: A
stuav of Breaches of protection Orders
109. Weaving Our Lives: An Example of a
personal and Keeping our Activist Selves
Alive in Academia
Delegate Room, Embassy suites
Robin Cregg, Shriver center
carol Hardv-Fanta, Boston University
Jennifer Jackman, Feminist Majority
Beth Miller, Brandeis untversttwweuestev University
Margaret Martin, university of connecticut
Panel members will discuss the formation, functioning, and
experiences of a supcport and research group, focussing on
issues stemming from personal and professional development
and relationships. They will compare their experiences with
traditional male-stream models of professional development
that stress mdtvrouansrn. solitary pursuits, and competitive
behaviors.
constituency Council (Continues from
12:45·2:00 p.m.!
Willow Room, Sheraton
Business meeting of the chairs of regions, caucuses, and task
forces to elect representatives to the Governing council.
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Saturday, June 19 9:00·11:00 a.m.
Plenary
Women's Lives; Women's Stories
As women redefine the ways our lives are told, we create new forums for the telling. These four "oral
autobiographies" explore the ways these women's early circumstances shaped their careers and life
choices. In voices that span a wide range of experiences, they describe the challenges they faced that
functioned as both obstacles and stimuli to their accomplishments.
Introducer
Kristi S. Anderson, Russell Sage College
panelists
M. J. Bienvenu, Co-Director, Bi-Cultural Center in Riverdale, MD. She grew up in an all-deaf family and
attended the Louisiana State School for the Deaf. She is well known as an ASL teacher and advocate
for the deaf. She has an M.A. in Linguistics from Gallaudet. She has been a Board member of the
Conference of Interpreter Trainers (1984-891 and Vice President of Sign Instructors Guidance Network
(1983-84).
MicheUe Harrison, Assistant professor Of Psychiatry, University of Pittsburgh, school of Medicine.
Specialization in psychiatry and family health. Associate at the University of Pittsburgh Center for Medicai
Ethics and on the steering committee of the women's studies department. Author of A Woman in Residence,
a critical examination of sexism in medicine and of her own experience medical school and residency.
Christine Rice, Former Lesbian Rights Project Director, former Action Vice President and member of Board of
Directors of NOW-NYCand NOW Action Center and Native American Rights activist. Rice has established
projects to work politically on a fUll range of lesbtan rights issues, Including health, retirement/pension,
women and AIDS, domestic vlorencc, and hate crimes.
Irene Klepfisz, Jewish lesbian feminist activist and poet. She is a founder of Conditions and co-editor of A
Tribe of Dina and author of collections of poetry and essays including A Few '<lords in the Mother Tongue and
Dreams of an Insomniac: Jewish Feminist Essays, Speeches and Diatribes.
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110. What to Buy and Where to Put It:
Selection and cataloging of Women's
Titles for Public Libraries
suite 728
cynthia Obrlst, Roanoke valley Public libraries
rms Interactive workshop will focus on a variety of strategies
for pubic libraries including: develOping an acquisitions policy
related to women's titles and cataloging matertais for




Selves Alive in Academia
Room 3014
HOUy Blake, university of Richmond
Jennifer scanlon, State university of New York at Plattsburgh
This workshop will explore the ways in which friendship can
form a basis for activism and the ways in whIch faculty, staff,
and students can keep their activist selvesalive in academia.
112. Telling Stories in School:Claiming
Our storytelling and Women's Talk:
Claiming Our Voices as Women Students,
Teachers, and Writers
Room 301S
JudY Levin, university of Nebraska-Uncoln
Storytelling and Women'S Talk: StrengthenIng Women's Voices
in College Classrooms
Kim Ports, University of Nebraska-uncotn
I Can Write About rnetr. Making Space for Women Students in
me Creative writing Workshop
Anne Whitney, university of Nebraska-Uncoln
say What?: A Story of Interpreting Sf/ence
113. ReWeaving the Liberation Braid:
National Liberation and women's
Liberation in Ireland
Room 3016
Patricia Gatlns, Irish women's Studies Group
cynthia Irwin, Irish Women's Studies Group
Jan Cannavan, Irish Women's Studies Group
Thisworksnop will begin with a half-hour Video, Women's
struggle Liberates Ireland/Ireland's struggle Liberates
women. which was produced by the IrishWomen's studies
Croup and spans Irish history from matriarchal celtic times
through the modern civil rights protests. speakers will discuss
women's participation in tooavs IRAmovement, and the
convergences of and conflicts between feminism and
Republicanism.
114. Women's coming·of-Age Narratives
Room 3017
Babs Boter, university of Amsterdam
coming of Age in Chicana Narratives
Sue V. tape, columbus State Community college
The Lottetv's Hostage: The Life and Feminist FictIon of Shirley
Jackson
Janet Lee, Oregon State university
MemorIes of Menarche: Early Twentieth Century ExperIences of
First Periods
115. National Clearinghouse for
Curriculum Transformation Resources
Logan Room
Sara COUlter, TowsonState university
This sessionwill explain and describe the purpose,
organization, and resources of the National cteannanouse for
Curriculum Transformation Resourceswhich is being
established at TowsonState university In order to enable
faculty to Include in their courses more material by and about
women, using gender, race, class,and etnrucitv as categories
of analysis.
116. Adolescent elrls: Socialization and
Sexism
Dupont F
Marilyn CUlley, Ohio State university
American Beauty Aesthetic: Its Effect on Teenaged Women
wendy Denton, Craduate Theological Union
Canaries In the Mine: Adolescent GirlSand Self-MutilatIon: The
PsyCho-politIcal Implications
Cindy Le Fevre, California State university-Sacramento
Matricidal patriarchy and Daddy'S LIttle Clrls: Learning Gender
Roles through Children's Animated MovIes
117. The D.C.eirls Project
Dupont G
Janet Sims-wood, Union Institute Center for Women
Arlene Fong craig, Union Institute Center for Women
A panel discussion of D.C.ems, an annual series of cross-
cultural workshops offered by the UnIon Institute Center for
Women for eleven to fifteen year old African American and
Latina girls, designed to promote knowledge of the girl'S own
cultures aswell as other cultures and to build self-esteem.
37
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118. Feminist Responses to Math,
Science, and Technology
Dupont H
Carrie Masiello and Natalie Wilson Harrington, university of
North carolina, Environmental Sciences and Engineering/Duke
Women in science and Engineering project
A FemInist Examination of Women'S Enrollment Trends in the
EnvIronmental Sciences
Janet Kalinowski, Psychology, Ithaca College
Dorothy Suerk, Mathematics and Computer Science, Ithaca
COllege
Enhancing Women's Mathematical Competence: An
Epistemological Analysis
Joan Rothschild, university of Massachusetts-lowell
Engineering the ttperfeet ChHdH: Feminist Responses
119. Nineteenth century Women's Life
Stories
West A
Debra cumberland, lincoln, Nebraska
Rebecca Harding Davis and the Life and Death of Imagination
Christine De Vlnne, Ohio State University
Harriet Jacobs Tells Her Story: "Mastery through Matriarchy."
Constance M. FUlmer, pepperdine University
The Life story of Edith Simcox: Victorian Scholar and Reformer
120. Circle of Wisdom
West B
Facilitators, Miriam Harris and Maxine Myers, jewish Caucus
Organized by the Jewish Caucusfor continued discussion of
issues raised by Irene Klepfisz in her Plenary talk.
121. White Feminists Thinking About
Race: Relearning Self-Identity, Theory,
and Action
West C
Elizabeth Kanter, GeorgeWashington University
Victoria Stanhope, GeorgeWashington university
Jevera Temsky, George Washington university
Panelistswill present papers that ChallengeWhite U.S.feminists
in three distinct ways: first, to learn sources of women's
cooperative efforts In Mexico; second, to learn from refugee
women alternative approaches to treating domestic violence:
and third, to consider how the strategies of a nineteenth
century abOlitionist-feminist still offer models for her White
feminist descendants.
122. Women Shaping CorpDrate, National,
and International Tools fDr the
Elimination of Child Prostitution
West D
Clory Dharmaraj, Church Center for the United Nations
western Sexual Appropriation of Eastern Child's Body: Feminist
Theory and Corporate Strategy as Combating Tools
Anele Heiges, End Child prostitution in Asian rourtsm-usa
Developing Gender and Justice: A Study in Asian Child
Prostitution and corporate Combating Strategies
Juanita A. Daly, unlversttv of Cincinnati
Where Ethics is Not a Luxury: Aiding HIV+ Children
123. Feminist Justice: Punishment,
peacekeeping, and pedagDgy
West E
Victoria Ekanger, University of Washington
Pedagogy for Justice: Activist Classrooms
Cwenyth Mapes, University of Montana
Prison pedagogy: An Issue of Trust and Feminism
Imogene Moyer, Indiana University of Pennsylvania
FeminisVPeace-Making Approach to Academic Criminology
Christina Accomando, University of caurorma-sar, Diego
Fertiilty on Trial: Contraception as a penalty
124. Feminist perspectives on opera
New HampShire /I Room, Sheraton
Elizabeth L. Keathley, State University of New York at Stony
Brook
COS;fan tum as a Gender Tract of Enlightenment Ideology
Juanita Karpf, untversttv of Georgia
The Empowerment of Women: Feminist Implications in Richard
wagner's Music Drama, The Ring of the Nibelung
125. Mixed Messages: Representations of
Adolescent Women in Magazines,
Literature and Film
New Hampshire III, Sheraton
Jan Kather, Elmira COllege
Representations of AdOlescent Women in Film
Nancy Koschmann, Elmira College
Representations of Adolescent Women In Magazines for
Teenagers
Kathleen Montgomery, Elmira COllege
Representations of Young Females in Teen and pre- Teen
Literature
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126.counting women's Work: crossing
the Divides of Activism and Academe
Delegate Room, Embassy suites
Margaret prescod, wages for Housework Campaign
Ruth Todasco, Wages for Housework campaign
Phoebe Jones·SChelienberg, wages for Housework Campaign
Thisworkshop will focus on how community activists organize
[0 bridge the divide between campus and community by
holding a conference on the theme and by developing a
course formulated by grassroots women in consultation with
scholar/activists in the academia.
Film showings
ThomasRoom
11:15 a.m. Among' G_OO~:-~:~;;I~~I~~:::~eoi~l'\~:o:'~W:ri:.:tr
11:45a.m. llsfor thewaY·Yoii{OOk W4minJ' ...
12:10p.m., _Moth~I\Han.d~)1·3:.tti(rf¥t::;:·· ....
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127. By Leaps and Bounds: Assessing the
Impact of Cender and Ethnicity
Requirements at a Small Liberal Arts
College
Suite 728
Trlsha Franzen, Albion College
Barbara Keyes, Albion COllege
Judith Lockyer, Albion College
Robin Woods, Albion COllege
DeMaris Fret, Albion College
This panel will discuss the process by which Albion College,
which is 95 percent white and has not had a strong history of
women's and ethnic studies, passed gender and ethnicity core
requirements, the criteria set for gender and ethnlcltv courses,
and assessment of the impact of the requirements on the
college.
128. Theoretical perspectives on
Women's Activism
Room 3014
Melissa Kesler Cllbert, Boston College
"No One Ever Burnt a Bra, Regardless of What I Have Been Led
to Bel/eve": Student Narratives on the Women's Liberation
Movement
Kelley Ready, Northeastern university
The setveaorsn Women's Movement in the Post·Peace Accord
Period
Karen carner, unlversttv of Texas-Austin
Maud RusseJf:A Woman's Experience of Postwar Political
Activism
M. Rlvka POlatnlck, San Jose State University
Will the Real Feminist Activists Please Stand Up?: Issues of
EXclusion in Conceptualizing the Women's Movement
129. Nineteenth Century American
Women's Literature and Representation
Room 3015
Jennifer Tuttle, University of California-San Diego
Making the Personal Po/iticaf.· Rethinking the Literary in "The
Yellow wallpaper"
Beth Torgerson Hadford, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
The Politics of Women's FriendShip in Catherine Maria
Sedgwick's Hope Leslie.
Hally Burmeister, Hiram Colteqe
Words of a Lover: The complex Relationships of Constance
Fenimore Woolson's "Wilhelmina"
Christina Accomando, University of California-San Diego
Representing Truth: The Framing of an American Icon.
130. EXploring Diversity through
Feminist pedagogy: Connections and
Contexts
Saleha SUleman, MetropOlitan State university
Terri Hawthorne, Mankato State university
Panelists will present strategies of feminist pedagogy which
enhance our understanding of cultural diversity. Drawing
upon their experiences in women's stuotes programs In the
Minnesota State university system, they will offer practical
examples of integrating diversity into the curriculum in
meaningful and constructive ways.
131. Cender and the Natural Sciences
Room 3017
Sandra Stelngraber, coiumota COllege-Chicago
Mannequins in Wolf's Clothing: Gender BIas in Natural History
Museum EXhibits of Animals
Sharon Kinsman, Bates College
Teaching Feminist Critical Thinking in Science Classes: A Course
on the ECO/ogVand Evolution of Oender
Suzanne Damarl", Ohio State university
Listening to Betty: Primate Visions and a Lone Black Voice
132. The Lives of Educated Women:
Listening to Voices through Time
Logan
Diane Schuster, Claremont Graduate Schoof
Sandra Tangrl, Howard university
Sharon Jenkins, University of North Texas
Eva Travers, Swarthmore College
Kathleen HUlbert, university of Lowell
Contributors to the recently published Women's Lives
Through Time: Educated American Women of the
Twentieth Century, which includes fifteen studies ranging
from the Terman women born early in the century to Vassar
women born in the 19305 to valedictorians from Illinois high
schools in 1981, will discuss their research and its implications
for women's education and feminist scholarship.
133. Cender StUdies and Adolescents:
Curriculum for the "Crossroads"
Dupont F
Mary Rose MCCarthy, Hillside Children'S Center
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Barbara MI'trano, Monroe community COllege,webster, New
Yorl<
Rosalie MU5chai Reinhardt, webster, New York
IIarY Catherine palumbos, Rochester Student
Johanna~II, Rochester Student
This panel discussion presents the work of a collective of
feminist educators who have designed a curriculum to assist
high school students in exploring the concepts of gender, race,
class and culture. The workshop wlll include showing of a
videotape, Choices at the crossroadS, which was produced
by the adolescent women students at the private high school
where the curriculum was implemented.
134. Time to Heal: A Video about
Survivors of Childhood Sexual Abuse
Dupont C
Beth percival, university of Prince Edward Island
A showing and discussion of this 25 minute award-winning
video, a project of services for Survivors of Sexual
AbUSe/ASsault, a residential healing center. The script was
nevetocec directly from journal writings of survivors who
were involved in the project.
135. Gender. Race and Relationships
Dupont H
Diane Ganlere, Mary Baldwin College
Christine Dinsmore, wesley Health center, Cincinnati
Ellen 5Uverman, Virginia pOlytecnnical Institute and state
university
Wenden Nicholson, workshop V, Charlottesville, VA
Gender-TYped RelationShip Patterns In Career-Oriented Adults
Marv MCCUllOugh, West Chester University
Commitments and Conflicts of a Feminist Ethnographer and
Teacher: To cultivate a Dialogue
Anne Whitney, University of Nebraska
Lynda Tredway, Washington DCPubliCSchools
If My Friend Can Make It tnrouon, Maybe I Can Too: Journal
Sharing within Friendship
Rosalie Troester, Saginaw Valley State University
Molleen zanger, saginaw Valley state university
Friendship. Feminism, and Freshman Composition
136. Twenty-something Feminists and
Forty-something Feminists: A Dialogue
Toward a women's studies Program
west A
Barbara BiXbY, Carthage COllege
Susan sessler, Carthage COllege
Ann Cunkel, Carthage College
Jennifer Knight, CarthageCOllege
Pamela Smiley, Carthage college
Mindy smith, Carthage college
This panel, composed of three forty-something professors and
three twenty-something students, will address the
intersections and differences between these two generations
of feminists, They will explore, through discussion that
Includes the audience, ways in WhIchwomen's studies
programs can be designed to bridge these generational
differences.
137. Re-Visioning Contexts and
Conversations of Literature by Women:
Implications for Scholarship and the
Classroom
west B
Jane Donawerth, university of Maryland
Recovering a Rhetoric of Women's Conversation for Teaching
the Renaissance
Carol Shiner Wilson, Muhlenberg college
Shifting Margins and Centers: British Women Writers and
Romanticism
Nikki Lee Manos, Marymount College-Tarrytown
Engaging Christa Wolf and Louise eoncn. A Coflaborative
Adventure
Sharon croves, University of Maryland
Texts in Contexts: Teaching and Diversity
138. political Pedagogies
west C
Carol Wolfe Konek, Wichita State university
The Movement Against the "Political Correctness Movement":
Resistance to Inclusion of Ethnic/ty and Gender in Higher
Education.
Berenice Fisher, New York university
The politically Committed Professor: In the Wake of Second
Wave Feminism
Sherry corellck, Rutgersuniversity
Is It Time for a paradigm Shift? Students and Faculty Confront
the Joys and Dangers of FemInist MethOdology
139. Jewish Feminist Scholars!Jewish
Women Subjects
west E
Susan Koppelman, St. Louis, Missouri
Myrna COldenberg, potomac, Maryland
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Judith Arcana, Washington DC
Bette Tallen, Rollins College
Joyce Ladenson, Michigan State university
Andrea Lapin, Piscataway, New Jersey
This roundtable will address the following questions: (Whyl do
we choose Jewish research topics? Does working with Jewish
materials change how we are Jews? Does our work get more
Jewish as we age? Are the traditional scnorarrv imperatives
greater or less when the material is nstruscm
140. The Intersections of Racism and
Sexism
New Hampshire II Room, Sheraton
Loretta ROss, Center for Democratic Renewal
African American Women and Abortion: A Neglected History
Roxana Moayedl, Trinity College
African American Women in Corporate America: The Costs of
Playing the Game
Patricia Morris, Purdue University
Racism and Sexual Harassment
141. Changing Women/Changing Science
New Hampshire III, Sheraton
Alice Dan, Director, Center for Research on Women and
Gender, university of illinoiS-Chicago
Jean Clrves, Associate Director, Committee for instttutronar
Cooperation, Unlversltv of Ililnois-Urbana-Champagne
Catherine J. Didion, Executive DIrector, Associatlcn for
Women in Science, Washington, D.C.
ThiS panel will present stateqles for lnstltutlcna! change to
increase participation of women and advance women in
science and engineering.
142. Teaching the IntrOductory Women's
Studies Course
Delegate Room, Embassy Suites
Irene C. Coldman, Ball State University
This workshop wlll be directed at newer teachers of the
introductory course. srnonasts will be placed on planning the
course, pedagogy, and classroom technique. Some of the
issues covered WIll be prtncrorss of femlnlst education,
multlculturallsm, strateqles for dealing with hostility In the
classroom, creative assIgnments and resources. Others are




12:45 p.rn. OY,keotomy 119minJ
1:10p.rn. Fighting for Our Lives (29 minJ
Sunday. June 20 9:00- 10:30 a.m.
143. Outsiders Within: Negotiating
Multiple Roles in the Academy
Roam 301S
Anne-Marie Lombardi, University of Montana
"Let me give vou a little eavice". How POlitical eeconstrucno»
Shaped Women's Roles 1688-1847
Vicki KIrsCh, College of William and Mary
Andrea M. Croves, University of Maryland
nusbsnas, Headbands, and Health Care: A New First Lady, A
New Kind of teeaersruo
saralyn Chesnut:, Emory university
Marla Lozano, Emory university 148. The On·coing struggle: changing
Students' Ideas about Racism, sexism,
and Classism
Dupont H
Panelists will discuss anti-semitism, racism, and homophobia
within the classroom and administration and offer responses
and strateotes for change.
144. The Fury of the Birds: Feminist
Bodyspirit poetry
Room 3017
Kathryn Towns, Pennsylvania State university-Harrisburg
Rle Gentzler, Pennsylvania state university-Harrisburg
tarol Frelser Laque, Cincinnati, Ohio
This workshop is designed for participants to explore and
discuss (1) college student awareness of racism, sexism and
classism and (2) strategies to address these Issues with COllege
students. Brief accounts of three projects will be used to
focus the discussion.The poet will read from her newest COllection, The Fury of the
Birds.
145. private spaces/Public Discourses:
The Kitchen Sink and Female Creativity
Logan Room
149. women's Studies "outreach":
Building Two·way Connections Between
Women's Studies and Women's
Communities
West ACayo E. camber, George Washington university
fVaything but the Kitchen Sink: The Place of the Kitchen in
Women's Drama Nancy Worcester, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Lucia V. sander, state University of New York at Stony Brook
Karen DOyell, State University of New York at Stony Brook
Elizabeth Donaldson, state University of New York at stony
Brook
Home is Where the Art is: InterIor space and Female Creativity
Ann Schonberger, University of Maine
Women involved in Women's Studies "Outreach" will give brief
presentations of the rewards, Challenges, and contradictions of
this work and pose questions for discussion to the group.
146. women's Health: Issues, Research
and Curriculum
Dupont F
150. Crime on Her Mind: Feminist
perspectives on Women's Detective
Fiction
west B
Marilyn Carfander, uruversttv of Chicago
su 486: Beyond Abortion Lynette carpenter, Ohio westevan university
No Beginning in Sight: Detective Fiction, Ghost Stories, and the
End as BeginningAllee Dan, university of Illinois
Michelle Harrison, University of Pittsburgh Medical SChool
Anne Kasper, Campaign for Women's Health
Florence parkinson, College of Staten Island
Women's Health scnotersruo, Curriculum and Our Lives
Kathleen cregory Klein, Southern Connecticut State
university
Barbara Wilson and the Feminist Detective Novel
147. political Women/Women's Politics
Dupont C
catherine E. Hoyser, St. Joseph College
Deconstructing the Mvstery: Joan Smith's A Masculine Ending
and Postmodernlst Criticism.
Claudia MurphY, state University of New York at Albany
Standpoint Epistemologv and Internalized Oppression
Veena P. Kasbekar, Ohio unlversttv-cnmecorns
The Minority Woman-Sleuth: A New Mvstery Subgenre
CynthIa perwln Halpern, Princeton university





Sunday, June 20 9:00- 10:30 a.m.
151. Trancending Our Limits: Beyond PC
and the First Amendment
West C
Robin Herndobler, Harold Washington College
Beth Broom, RUff, Weldener & Reidy
Rachel Sledd, Hampshire College
Atyanl HerndObler, Washington COllege
The four presenters--a teacher, a lawyer, a performer and a
student-will present brief position papers and then use a
workshop format with free writing and small focus groups to
engage participants in the process of examining their own
biases.
152. Feminists Re-Examining Theology
West D
Cwenyth Mapes, university of Montana
Feminist Theology: Hearing Old Stories into New soeecn
Joan Novak, Denison university
The Christian Cross: A Saving or AbusIng ReligIous Symbol
Sarah S. Forth, Immaculate Heart College Center
Creating Sacred Stories: Paule MarShall's Praisesong for the
Wfdow from the Perspective of
Feminist Liberation Theology
Diane L. Moore, union Theological Seminary! Northeastern
University
Saints, Sinners, and Cyborgs: Blasphemy and the Death of
Innocence in FemInist Liberation Theologies
153. Unravelling and Reweaving Women's
Lives: A Tapestry in Progress
West E
Jane E. Rose, AmericantWomen's Studies, Purdue University
Reweaving Scholarship on American Literature of oomestiatv.
The Domestic Novel Reconsidered
Andrea Krause, English, Purdue University
Mending the Rent Fabric: Feminism and Postmodernism
Melissa M. splrek, Telecommunications, Bowling Green State
university
Entangled Threads: Mass Media's Reweaving of Women's Roles
Elizabeth M. Coerlng, Communications, Indiana University-
Indianapolis
LashIng Back: Women Respond to Backlash in the Workplace
Terry Rentner, SOCiology, Bowring Green State University
The 90's: Shattering the Myth, But the Image Remains
Claire Pedretti, English, Berea COllege
Beyond New Patches for Old Carments
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Plenary
Intellectual Foundations of women's studies:
Beyond political correctness
The efforts of women's studies and ethnic studies to transform the curriculum have elicited
powerful and often ill-informed attacks from the Right. How do we respond effectively to
this assault without being diverted from our own academic vision. In the face of such assault
and mlscharacteriztlon of our work, how do we continue to refine/define our scholarly and
intellectual paradigms and proceed with our work of transforming the curriculum?
Introducer
Wendy Kolmar, Drew unlversitv
panelists
paula S. Rothenberg is the Director of The New JerseyProject, the first state-wide, state-
funded curriculum transformation project. She is a professor of philosophy at William
paterson College, co-editor of Feminist Frameworks and author of Race, Class and Gender in
the United states. She has lectured and consulted widely on curriculum transformation.
Lourdes Arguelles is professor of Gender and Feminist Studies and Chicano Studies and holds
the MacArthur Chair in women's studies, Pitzer College. She also teaches multicultural studies
and history and education at the Claremont Graduate school and Isa pSYChOtherapistin
private practice. She has written widely on transnational migration and on women and AIDS.
She recently co-edited SIGNS'second lesbian issue. Her co-authored book, GW and Lesbian
Lives: A Critical Sociology, will be published by Routiedge next year.
Vivien Ng is Associate professor of History and women's Studies at the uruversttv of OKlahoma,
Former editorial board member of NWSA Journal and Incoming president of NWSA. She is also on the
Board of Directors of the Center for Lesbianand Gaystudies at CitYuniversnv of New York and Isa
member of the planning committee for the stonewall History project. Her current research centers
on "identitv potltlcs."
Ellen Messer.Davldow IsAssociateprofessor of Englishand Women's Studiesat the UniversitY of
Minnesota and a member of the Coordinating Committee of the center for Advanced Feminist
studies. co-editor of numerous books, among them: women In print I, Women in print 11,
opportunities for Women's Studies Research in Language and Literature, IEnJgendering Knowledge:
Feminists in Academe, Messer-Davidowreceived the Distinguished Alumna Award from the Alumni
Association and Center for women's studies of the umversitv of CincinnatI. Her current research on







Coordinated by Kitty Henderson and Lynette Carpenter
Access Denied. This video addresses cutbacks in
women's reproductive freedom and civil rights against
the backdrop of Operation Rescue's religious
anti-abortion fervor. Representing three years of
documenting reproductive rights direct action as well
as attacks by the anti-choice movement, this tape
documents growing community activism around AiDS,
reproductive rights and racism. By ReproVision, 1991,
28 minutes. Distributed by Women Make Movies.
Friday, June 18, 11:40 a.m ..
After Hours. A confronting and realistic short drama
about sexuai harassment in the office. This video raises
important questions about discrimination, sexual
harassment, gender relations and the interpretation of
events. By Jane Campion, 1984, 26 minutes. Distributed
by Women Make Movies. Friday, June 18,12:45 pm.
Among Good Christian People. The story of a Biack
lesbian raised as a Jehovah Witness. The documentary
tells her story Of coming to terms with her sexuality,
Iifestyie and spiritual yearnings. By Catherine Saafield
and Jacqueline Woodson, 1991, 30 minutes. Distributed
by Third Worid Newsreel. Saturday, June 19,11:15 am.
Because This is About Love. A touching profile of five
lesbian and gay couples from multicuitural
backgrounds who have made a life long commitment
to each other by going through a marriage ceremony.
These bittersweet and, at times, triumphant stories
speak to the power of love and portray in warm terms
a revolutionary act that questions the very foundations
of family structure. By Shulee Ong, 28 minutes.
Distributed by Filmakers Library. Thursday, June 17,
7:55 p.m.
Be Good My Children. An irreverent drama about a
Korean immigrant famiiy in New York 'City, Whose
members each have very different ideas about What
life shouid be like in their adopted homeland. This
Video raises issues affecting many immigrant
communities inciuding racism, sexism and the
representation of Asian Americans in mainstream
media. By Christine Chang, 1992, 47 minutes.
Distributed by Women Make Movies. Saturday, June 19,
10:05 am.
Born in Flames. This feminist CUlt classic is a futuristic
tale of the turmoil that is still afoot atter a "peaceful"
social revolution. Thwarted by a system WhiCh rejects
its minorities, a group of women band together in an
effort to gain control of the state owned media. With
humor and style, this film combines many aspects of
the women's movement -- militant, moderate, black
rap, punk cool -- to suggest the possibility of a unified
voice. By lizzie Borden, 90 minutes. Distributed by First
Run Icarus Films. Friday, 7 prn.
Dykeotomy. How do lesbians and gay men form an
identity When language and rituals assume
heterosexuality? This Video uses autobiographical
stories combined With Video art and archival
footage to examine the vldeornaker's positioning
in society as a lesbian and a woman who has
troubie following the "rutes.' By Deborah Fort,
1992,19 minutes. Distributed by Women Make
Movies. Saturday, June 19, 12:10 o.rn,
Faith Even to the Fire. This landmark
documentary is the first to depict contemporary
US nuns in "action," living out a mission of social
justice, even When it brings them into conflict
With the established church. The sisters speak out
about racism, sexism and classlsm Within the
church -- What tnevve done and stili do to combat
it, and how such biases affect the people they
serve. By Sylvia Morales and Jean Yictor, 5B
minutes. Distributed by Filmakers Library. Friday,
June 18, 9 am.
Finding Christa. A powerful film that documents
the filmmakers reunion With her daughter twenty
years after giving her up for adoption. This film
challenges traditional notions about women's
roles, motherhood and family. S2 minutes.
Distributed by Third World Newsreel. Thursday,
June 17,11:40 am.
Fighting for Our Lives _.Women Confronting
AIDS. Women constitute the fasting growing
group of peopie With AIDS in the U.S.and nearly
three quarters Of the women affected are women
of COlor. Yet few educational programs deal
specifically With the concerns of African American,
Native American, latina and Asian American
women and the strategies they have developed
for dealing With AIDS. Produced by the Center for
Women and Policy studtss, 1990, 29 minutes.
Distributed by Women Make Movies. Saturday,
June 19, 8:25 p.rn.
Flaming Ears. This pop sci-fi lesbian fantasy
feature set in the year 2700 follows the tangled
lives of three women: Spy, a comic book artist
Whose printing presses are burned down by Volley,
a sexed-up pyromaniac, and Nun, a amoral alien in
a red plastic suit With a predilection for reptiles.
An avowediy underground film, Flaming Ears is
original for its piayful disruption of narrative
conventions, its witty approach to film genre and
its visual splendor. By Angela Hans scnelrt, Ursula
Purrer and Dietmar scnlpek, 1991, 84 minutes.
Distributed by Women Make Movies. Friday, B:30
prn.
Guerrillas in Our Midst. This video explores the
work of the Guerrilla Girls, an anonymous group of
46
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La Fleur de L'Age. Seton the French Riviera in
1927, this film is adapted from a short story by
Colette. It is a bittersweet story about awoman
married to a man much younger than she is and
challenges viewers to re-examine conventional
ideas about youthfulness and aging. By Abby
Freedman, 1993, 21 minutes. Distributed by Abby
Freedman. Thursday, June 17, 10:52.
L Is For the way yOU Look. A playful exploration
of lesbian history and the women who have served
as role models and objects of desire for young
lesbians, and how media images of lesbiansaffect
the construction of identity. By Jean canornusto,
1991,24 minutes. Distributed by women Make
Movies. saturday, June 19,11:45 a.m.
art terrorists that has succeeded in putting racism and
sexismon the agenda in the art-world since 1985, and
have,through their witting and creative tactics,
changed the face of political and CUlturalactiVism. By
AmyHarrison, 1992, 35 minutes. Distributed by women
MakeMovies. Thursday, June 17,2:50 pm.
Hidden Faces. Filmed in Cairo, EIMinia and rural
villages, this absorbing documentary broaches the
contradictions of feminism in a Muslim environment
and the profound attachments to traditional family
life. A startling, unforgettable picture of contemporary
women in the Arab world. By Claire Hunt and Kim
tonqinotto, 1990, 52 minutes. Distributed by women
MakeMovies. Thursday, June 17,9 am.
Harne is struggle. Using interviews, photographs and
theatrical vignettes, this video explores the lives of
women who have come to the U5from different Latin
American countries for very different reasons,
economic and political. It presents its viewers with a
complex picture of the construction of "Latina"
identity and the immigrant experience. By Marta N.
Bautis, 1991, 37 minutes. Distributed by Women Make
Movies.Thursday, June 17,12:45 pm.
I Be Done Been was IS. A witty documentary profiling
contemporary African American comediennes Marsha
Warfield, Allee Arthur, Rhonda Hansomeand June
calvin-Lewis. The film cteverlv Intercuts the stand-Up
routines of these four comics with commentary on the
personal significance of comedy, the acceptable limits
of subject matter for female entertainers, and the
cultural contributions of African American female
entertainers of an earlier era. By DebraJ. Robinson,
1984,60 minutes. Distributed by Women Make Movies.
saturday, June 19, 7:00 pm.
ISThere Anything Specific You want Me to Tell you?
Archival Images, propaganda films and tourists' home
videos combine with dramatized footage to represent
the strange experiences of a Hong KOngwoman artist
who moves to New York. BYYau Ching, 1991, 12
minutes. Distributed by women MakesMovies.
Thursday, June 17, 9:55 am.
Juggling Gender. A loving portrait of Jennifer Miller, a
lesbian performer whO lives her life with a full beard.
Thisvideo explores the fluidity of gender and raises
Important questions about the construction of sexual
and gender identity_ By Tami GOld,1992,27 minutes.
Olstrlbuted bYWomen Make Movies. Thursday, June 17,
1:25pm.
Keep your Laws Off My Body. Thisbeautiful and
provocative short video juxtaposes Intimate images of
a lesbian couple at home with footage of police
descending in force on a New York City Hall
demonstration held UPACTUP.By Catherine Saalfield
and zoe Leonard, 1990, 13 minutes. Distributed by
Women Make Movies. Friday, June 18,1:55 pm.
Mortgaged Generations. Using animation,
Interviews and live footage of an evicnon, a
demonstration, and an alternative housing project,
this film explores the problem of women and
homelessness. By Lynn Estomin, 1992, 22 minutes.
Distributed by women's Film project. Thursday,
June 17, 11:15 am.
Motherless, This video explores the very real
tragedy of the thousands of women whO lost their
lives from illegal abortions and their daughters
and sonswho had to cope with the sudden and
mysterious deaths of their mothers. By Barbara
Attie, Janet Goldwater and DianePontiUS,30
minutes. Distributed by Filmakers Library. Friday,
June 18, 10:30 am.
Mother'S Hand. Thisexperimental narrative
explores the memories of an adult haunted by a
childhood of sexualand physical abuse. Using
music and chants we experience a darker
connection between mother and daughter.
Distributed by Third World Newsreel. Friday, June
18, 10:30a.m.
Navajo Talking Picture. The story of an
urban-raised Navajo film student who travels to
the Reservation to document the traditional ways
of her grandmother. This film calls into question
issuesof "insider/outsider" status In a portrait of
an assimilated Navajostruggling to usea "White
man's" medium to capture the remnants of her
cultural past. By Arlene Bowman, 1986,40 minutes.
Distributed by women Make Movies. Thursday,
June 17,10:10 am.
On Her Baldness. A powerful documentary about
a surprising subject -- bald women. This film
challenges viewers to question and confront their
own ingrained prejudices regarding the true
nature of beauty and femininity. ByWendy
Rowland, 1991, 22minutes. Distributed by Women






Out in Paradise. A documentary on lesbian life as
experience by over 30 women in Hawaii. Thesewomen
share their experiences with coming out, their first
kiss,butch/femme roles, relationships, chiidren, family
and friends, heterosexism and the lesbian community.
By Kate Sample and SaraBanks, 1993,62 minutes.
Distributed by Wandering Star Productions. Thursday,
June 18, 7:00 p.rn.
party Safel with DiAna and Bambi. A sequel to
DiAna'SHair Ego in which DiAna and her partner Dr.
Bambi Sumpter travel to New York, Chicago, los
Angeles and Toronto to heid safe sex informational
parties complete with ingenious games guaranteed to
make the participants more comfortable about talking
about, imagining and carrying through their
sexualities. By Ellen Spiro, 1992, 2S minutes. Distributed
by Women Make Movies. Friday, June 18,11:15 am.
Patently Offensive. This Video examines pornography
in its social and historical context. Asa dominant force
in popular entertainment, porn has redefined the
image CUlture, its iconography has been coopted by
music Videos, Hollywood films, TV sitcoms and
especially advertising. By Harriet Koskoff, 58 minutes.
Distributed by Filmakers library. Thursday, June 17,
3:30 pm.
A Place of Rage. This exuberant celebration of African
American women and their achievements features
interviews With Anseta Davis,June Jordan and Alice
Walker. Described as "a visual embrace of Who Black
women really are.: By Pratibha parmar, 1991, 52
minutes. Distributed by Women Make Movies. Friday,
June 18, 2:15 prn,
Praise House. This Visuallypowerful video features
the dance troupe Urban BUShWomen and usesdance
and chants to tell the story of a young black woman
Whosedrive to express herself artistically is limited by
the "workaday" worid. By julie Dash,1991,30 minutes.
Distributed by Third Worid Newsreel. Friday, June 18,
1:30 prn.
A Prayer Before Birth. A drama based on the
directors experience of coming to terms With multiple
sclerosis,this film chronicles the physical and
emotional traumas of a young lesbian's Journey from
able-bodied exuberance to the acceptance of
disability. By Jacqul Ouckworth, 1992, 20 minutes.
Distributed by Women MakeMOVies.Saturday, June 19,
8:00 pm.
Reel Women: Pioneers of the Cinema. Video and rare
slide presentation by author and filmmaker Ally Acker.
Rareachival slides of women behind the scenesfrom
1896-1991. Rare Video Interviews With lillian Glsh,Lee
Grant, SusanSeidelman, Rita Moreno, Sherry lansing,
suznan Palcy, DedeAllen, Margaret Booth, Margareth
von Trotta, Donna oenn, and others. By Ally Acker, 2
hours. Friday, June 18, 7:00 p.rn. in Room 3017.
The Reindeer Oueen. The documentation of the
life of an Alaskan Eskimo woman Whose tenacity
and spirit led her to playa significant role in the
turbuient history of AlaSka'sArctic. By Maria
Brooks, 28 minutes. Distributed by Women Make
Movies. Friday, June 18, 10 am.
Running Mate. A commentary on gender imagery
in editorial cartoons, With a focus on cartoons
produced about both the general idea of a woman
vice presidential candidate and the specific
candidacy of Geraidine Ferraro in 1984. By Elaine
Miller, 1993, 43 minutes. Thursday,June 17, 4:30
pm. Notice: The filmaker will be present after
the screening to answer questions.
A Sense of Place. The stereotype of the polite,
docile, exotic Asian woman isshattered In this
documentary in which a dozen women speak out
about their experiences as part of the "model
minority," By RosannaYamagiwaAlfaro an d leita
Hagemann, 1992, 28 minutes. Distributed by
Women Make Movies. Friday, June 18, 3:10 pm.
Toward Intimacy. A realistic yet positive portrayal
of four women With disabilities and the fulfilling
relationships they have established. With candor,
they talk about their struggie for self-esteem, their
search for love, and the challenge of finding sexual
expression. By Debbie MCGee.60 minutes.
Distributed by Filmakers library. Saturday, June 19,
9 am.
War on Lesbians. A witty critique of the
invisibility of Positive images of lesbiansand a
satire of talk Show television and radio self-help
programs. By Jane Cottls, 1992,32 minutes.
Distributed by Women Make Movies.Thursday,
June 19,2:15 pm.
Wilma P. Mankiller: woman of Power. A profile
of the first female chief of the Cherokee Nation,
fOllowing her through one day In her life. The film
shows how she has done groundbreaking work in
governance, community development and
furthering the causeof her people. By Mary Scott,
1992,29 minutes. Distributed by Women Make
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Brockport, New York 14420
Third World Newsreel
335W. 38th street, stn Floor
New York, New York 10018
Wandering star productions
2660 Waiomao Road, #0
HonolUlU, HI 96816
Women Make Movies
462 Broadway, Suite 501





BOOksand journals in women's studies and related
fields.
Athena Jewelry
Hand-made jewelry made from sterling silver, brass,
semi-precious stones and beads.
Aunt Lute Books
MUlti-cultural, muttl-etnntc feminist non-profit publishing
company.
Belles Lettres: Review of Books by Women
Calligraphy: Finding the Words
Words of love and power by, for and about women;
orlqlna! framed or wrapped, prints, notecards,
handmade books, ceramic bowls and pins.
The Crossing Press
A small feminist press which has been Innovatively
Publishing for over 20 years.
Orand Adventure
Stone recreations of the Goddess in all her phases;
hand-crafted jewelry (goddess-oriented).
Heinemann
Heinemann publishes the African Writers Seriesand the
Caribbean Writers Series,aswell as plays and theatre
books, and books on gender issuesin education.
Howard University Press
Indiana University Press
A University press that is a major publisher in Women's
Studies.
International Wages for Housework Campaign
IWFHCcampaigns to bring women's unwaged workload
and woman's doubte day to the attention of the U.S.
and national governments.
Jewish Women's Resource Center
The Jewish Women's Resource Center maintains a
research library of published and unpublished materiai of
Jewish Women, accessible in person or by mail; publishes
bibliographies, ceremonies and poetry by and for Jewish
women, and sponsors feminist conferences.
Ladyslipper, Inc.
The world's most complete listing of records and videos
by women. Stop by and pick up a free catalog.
National Women's studies Association
A collection of monographs, books, guides, audio and
video tapes plus conference t-srurts and tote bags.
New Society PUblishers
Ohio State University press
A university press with a strong list In Women's Studies.
OSUPressoffers veariv awards for the best manuscript in
Women's Studies, The Helen Hooven santrnever Award,
and PUblishesthe Women and Health series.
Oxford university Press
Pearl In the Oyster Boutique
Wearable art at affordable prices. Hand-crafted
jewelry, clothing and accessories.
Pergamon Press
A member of the Elsevier Science PubliShing Group.
Pergamon is leading international publisher whose
program continues to develop and change to meet
the needs of researchers.
Politics & prose Bookstore and Coffeehouse
A full service independent bookstors, specializing In
fiction, psychology and women's studtes.
Routledge
International pubtlsner of books in the humanities
and social sciences including women's studies.
sage Women's Educational Press
PublishesSAGE:A ScholarlyJournal on BlackWomen.
Snake and Snake Productions
Wonderful t-sntrts of original designs and goddess
Imagery, designed by Susanand printed by Amy.
South End Press
South EndPressis a collectively managed non-profit
political book publisher offering titles on oonncs.
feminism, race, sexuality, grassroots democracy,
mass media, International solidarity and
participatory economy.
TeaChers College Press: Athene Series
PUblisher of the Athene Series, an international
collection of feminist books.
university of Chicago Press
Publisherof scholarly books and journals in women'S
and gender stuctes.
University of Illinois Press
Publisher of scholarly books on women and
feminism.
University of Michigan press
Publisher of SCholarly books illuminating the lives,
rolesand achievements of women past and present
university of Oklahoma Press
University Presses of America/Rowan and
Littlefield
PUblisherof academic books and monographs.
University Of Virginia
Scholarly publisher in literature, the humanities and
interdiscPlinarily.
University PUblications of America




1993 SCholarships, FellOwships and Awards in women's studies
All awards, fellowships, and scholarships are intended to expand the boundaries and possibilities of women's
studies scholarship and are available to people of all ages whose Qualifications are compatible with the
requirements of each award. Application forms can be obtained from and submissions are to be sent to:
NWSA,University of Maryland, College park, MD20742-132S,(301)407-S773.E-mail address:
Loretta_Younger@umail.umd.edu. Except as indicated, all entries must be postmarked no later than February
15.1993. NWSA Invites individual members--or groups of members-to memorialize a friend, colleague or
loved one by establishing a new award or contributing to an existing one.
IlIinois-NWSA Manuscript Award
$1,000 funded by Sue Mansfield and Virginia Cyrus
Honoring cretchen Jordan and Jean walton,
Emeriti of pomona College
Thisaward is presented annually for the best book-length manuscript in women's studies. Along With the
$1,000prize, the University of Illinois will publish the manuscript. Manuscripts can be on any subject in
women's studies that expands our understanding of women's lives and gender systems. Interdisciplinary
studies and discipline-specific studies are equally wetcorne. A precis of manuscript entries must be submitted
by Januarv 30,1993.
pergamon-NWSA scholarship in women's studies
$1,000 First Place scholarship funded by pergamon press
$500 second Place scholarship funded by NWSA
The pergamon-NWSAscholarships will be awarded to two students who, in the fall of 1993, will be researching
or writing a Master's thesis or Ph.D. dissertation germane to the interdisciplinarv field of women's studies.
students need not necessarily be enrolled In awomen's studies program. preference will be given to
candidatesWhOare NWSAmembers and whose research projects on women examine color or class.
NWSA craduate scholarship in Lesbian studies
$1,000
The NWSAScholarship will be awarded to a student who, in the fall of 1993,will be doing research or writing a
Master'Sthesis or Ph.D.dissertation In Lesbianstudies. preference will be given to NWSAmembers.
scholarship in Jewish women's studies
$500 funded by orew university women Faculty
The Scholarship in JewishWomen's studies will be given to a graduate student wno is enrolled for the fall 1992
semester and whose area of research IsJewishwomen's studies.
pat parker poetry Award
$2S0 funded by woman in the Moon Press
<$10 Submission Fee payable to woman in the Moon press)
ThiSaward is given for an outstanding narrative poem or dramatic monologue by a black, lesbian, feminist
poet. submitted poems can be up to 50 lines in length and on a topic related to the concerns of African
American women. lesbiansand feminists, or the life and work of pat parker. special preference will be given
to poems that inspire, enlighten or encourage. If no suitable entry is received, no award will be made.
Submissions accepted between March 1 and JUly31, 1993.
51
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R o u T L E D G E
EARTH FOLLIES
Coming to Feminist Terms With the
Global Environmental Crisis
Joni Seager
"Ecological destruction is almost beyond
repair. procrastination is inappropriate and
Earth Follies will precipitate the response
in women and all good men necessary."
-Dr. Helen Caldicott. author of
If You Love This Planet
352 pp illustrations S27.50/cJoth
BOOTS OF LEATHER,
SLIPPERS OF GOLD
The History of a Lesbian Community
Elizabeth Lapovsky Kennedy and
Madeline D. Davis
"Liz Kennedy and Madeline Davis have
produced a work that opens up the heart
and mind. Their book breaks new ground
in women's history, Lesbian history, and
the history of desire as a lived force in a
community under siege." -Joan Nestle.
co-founder of the Lesbian Herstory
Archives and editor of








"A superb account of distinguished female
writers from a psychoanalytic object
relations perspective."
~Jeffrey Seinfeld. Ph.D.
400 pp S55.00/cloth SI7.95/paper
MY SOUL IS MY OWN
Oral Narratives of African American
Women in the Professions
Gwendolyn Etter-Lewis
"This is a moving and illuminating piece of
history .... vividly brings the voices of an
earlier generation of African American
women into dialogue with their
contemporaries. ,. -Nancy K.Miller
232 pp S49.95/c1oth S14.95/paper
PERVERSIONS
Deviant Readings by Mandy Merck
Edited byMandy Merck
In this series of provocative essays on
culture. art, and film, Mandy Merck
explores the paradoxes of sexual
representation.





Withan Introduction by Judith G. Greenberg
"Beautifully written and concisely argued,
Frug's work will become Indispensable in
feminist research. ,. -Drucilla Cornell.
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law
224 pp S45.00/cloth SI4.95/paper
ELEMENTAL PASSIONS
Luce Irlgaray
Translatedby JoanneCollle and JudithStlll
Irigaray explores the man/woman relation-
ship in a series of meditations on the
senses and the formal elements.
192 pp $4 5.00/c1oth S13.95/paper
JE,TU, NOUS
Toward a Culture of Difference
Luce Irlgaray
Translated from the Frenchby Alison Martin
'These translations of Luce lrfgaray's
works will make a powerful contribution to
feminist scholarship in philosophy, political
theory, psychoanalysis. linguistics, and
poetics."
-Judith Butler, author of Gender Trouble
128 pp S45.00/c1oth SI3.95/paper
REPRODUCING THE
FUTURE
Anthropology, Kinship, and the New
Reproductive Technologies
Marilyn Strathern
"This is an exceedingly important and
timely collection. Its rationale, to reveal the
shape of newly forming cultural concepts
and practices in the western world, is
accomplished with style and grace:'
-Emily Martin, Johns Hopkins University






"Ben habib confronts the most difficult and
important theoretical issues: Once we have
taken to heart the lessons of communi-
tarianism, feminism, and postrnodernism.
what remains viable in modern universalist
moral and political theory? The answers
proposed in these essays are unfailingly
challenging."
~Nancy Fraser, Northwestern University
280 pp S52.50/cioth s 16.95/paper
SPIRIT, SPACE AND
SURVIVAL
African American Women in
(White) Academe
Editedby Joy 'ames and Ruth Farmer
Foreword by Angel~ Davis
"A powerful collection of autobiographical
and critical testimonies in which African
American "womanlst" thinkers defy
invisibility and break the Silence about
exclusion. discrimination. suppression.
complicity, and alienation in academia:'
-Dr. Andres Nicola Mclaughlin, Medgar
Evers College. City University of New York
312 pp S49.95/c1oth SI 5.95/paper
WOMEN MAKING
MEANING
New Feminist Directions in
Communication
Edited by Lana F. Rakow
Women Making Meaning brings together
for the first time many of the major issues
and topics of feminist scholarship in
communication and demonstrates how
dramatically different the field becomes
when the focus is upon women.
304 pp S49.95/c1oth SI5.95/paper
THE LESBIAN AND GAY
STUDIES READER
Editedby Henry Abelove, Michele Alna
Barale, and David Halperin
688 pp illustrations S59.50/cloth
S24.95/paper
V I S T u S A T OUR BOO T H
•
For a Feminist Viewpoint
New in the





"Schernan's brilliant. graceful and
persuasive analyses show readers how to
retrieve some of the most admirable
elements of Western philosophies from the
conventional assumptions and preoccu-
pations that have made them problematic
for so many thinkers today .... This superb
account should be required reading for
every philosophy student and teacher."
-Sandra Harding. University of Delaware
256pp 649.95/c1oth 615.95/paper
MATERIALIST FEMINISM
AND THE POLITICS OF
DISCOURSE
Rosemary Hennessy
'This is a brave. relentlessly intelligent
analysisof contemporary feminist dis-
course. Adapting ideology critique for
materialist feminism. Hennessy devises a
theory capable of challenging existing fern-
inismswithout abandoning feminism's
commitment to concrete social
change." -Mary Poovey,
Johns Hopkins University
224 pp S45.00/cloth SJ4.95/paper
'. AN ETHIC OF CAREFeminist and Interdisciplinary
Perspectives
Edited and With an Introduction by
Mary Jeanne Larrabee
An EtM, of Care is the first volume to bring
together key contributions to the extensive
debate engaging Carol Gilligan's work.
Drawing on the literature of a wide range
of disciplines, it gives particular attention
to the debates in feminist ethics and
developmental psychology.
288 pp S49.95/c1oth S16.95/paper
FEMINIST
EPISTEMOLOGIES
Edited and With an Introduction by
Unda Alcoff and Elizabeth Potter
Brings together original essays which
explore the intersections of gender and
knowledge. The contributors address many
of the central problems of epistemology
including the nature of knowledge.
justification, and objectivity.
256 pp S49.95/c1oth SJ6.95/paper
FEMINIST THEORY AND
THE CLASSICS
Edited by Nancy Sorldn Rabinowitz and
Amy Richlln
With an Introduction by Nancy SorkIn RabInowitz
320 pp S52.50/cloth SJ6,95/paper
THE GAY AND LESBIAN
LIBERATION MOVEMENT
Margaret Cruikshank
Concise. balanced, and highly readable. the
book examines gay and lesbian liberation
from three different perspectives: as a
sexual freedom movement. as a political







"Brennan confronts the toughest questions
raised by Freud's theory of femininity,
takesa stand in the history of the feminist
debate, sweeps from the familiar to the
erudite. and delivers a text that is essential
reading.,. -Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak
279pp S55.00/cloth 61695/paper
OVER HER DEAD BODY
Configurations of Femininity, Death
and the Aesthetic
Elisabeth Bronfen
"Brilliant, wide-ranging. subtle and
sophisticated, this book is an extraordinary
scholarly achievement. ..





Reflections from Eastern Europe and
the Former Soviet Union
Edited by Nanette Funk and
Magda Mueller
With an introduction by Nanette Funk
Women scholars, politicians, activists, and
former dissidents from Eastern Europe and
the former Soviet Union discuss gender
politics during the turbulent transition and
crises of post-communism. offering vivid
accounts and analyses of the conditions
facing women in each country.
360 pp S55.00/cloth S17.95/paper
FROM MAMMY TO MISS
AMERICA AND BEYOND
Cultural Images and the Shaping of








WHITE WOMEN IN THE
PROFESSIONS
Occupational Segregation by Race
and Gender. 1960·1980
Natalie J. Sokoloff
Foreword by Julianne Malveaux
224 pp 64995/c1oth 616.95/paper
FEMINISM AND THE
WOMEN'S MOVEMENT
Dynamics of Change in Social
Movement Ideology and Activism
Barbara Ryan






240 pp tables. figures
$49,95/cJoth S[6.95/paper
MAID IN THE U.S.A.
Mary Romero
256 pp S49.95/c1oth S15.95/paper
29 WEST 35TH STREET NEW YORK NY 10001-2299 (212) 244-3336
7
Series Editors: Gloria Bowles,
Renate Klein, & janice G. Raymond
Consulting Editor: Dale Spender~&cted --=ztbtiz tie A«'king Edito" Sar-ah B,00'.110
ATHENE SERIES
AN INTERNATIONAL COLLECTION OF FEMINIST BOOKS
•
MAKING STOPPING RAPE • FEMINISM WITHIN
~
=
VIOLENCE SEXY Successful Survival Strategies
=
THE SCIENCE AND
Feminist Views on Pornography
=
Pauline B. Bart! Patricia H. O'Brien HEALTH CARE
Diana E. H. Russell, Ph.D"Editor 1985/216pp.lPaper, $16.95
=
PROFESSIONS
1993/320 pp.lPaper, $19.95/Cloth, $46.00 • Overcoming Resistance•
=
LIVING BY THE PEN • Sue V. Rosser, Editor•FATHER KNOWS BEST
~
Early British Women Writers
=
1988/176pp.lPaper, $16.95/Cloth, $36.50
The Use & Abuse of Power Dale Spender, Editor
=
in Freud's Case of Dora ~
=
1992/272 pp.lPaper, $17.95/Cloth, $39.00
=
KEEPERS OF
Robin Tolmach Lakoff 1 THE HISTORY
James C. Coyne • • Women and the1993/160pp.lPaper, $16.95/Cloth, $36.00 FEMALE-FRIENDLY
~
Israeli-Palestinian ConflictSCIENCE Elise G. Young
THE KNOWLEDGE Applying Women's Studies
~
1992/256 pp.lPaper, $17.95/Cloth, $38.00
EXPLOSION Methods and Theories toAttract Students
Generations of • Sue V. Rosser • ALL SIDES OF THEFeminist Scholarship = 1990/176pp.lPaper, $13.95/Cloth, $32.50 • SUBJECT•Cheris Kramarae I • Women and BiographyDale Spender, Editors • •1992.1560pp.lPaper, $26.95/Cloth, $65.00 •
~
=
Teresa lies, Editor•• 1992/192pp.lPaper, $16.95/Cloth, $37.00
=
••• ••
..other Teachers College PressTitles of Interest ...








1992/208 pp.lPaper, $16.95/Cloth, $38.00
Life Histories and Pedagogy
Sue Middleton
1992/224 pp.lPaper, $17.95/Cloth, $39.00
WOMEN, POWER
AND POLICY SECOtl~
Toward the Year 2000 EOI"tIO
Ellen Boneparth 1
Emily Stoper, Editors
1988/342 pp.lPaper, $19.95/Cloth, $45.00
STORIES LIVESTELL






The Policies and Practices of
Sexuality Education
James T. Sears, Editor




New Research & Emerging Themes
Andrew Garrod, Editor
1993/256 pp.lPaper, $18.95/Cloth, $44.00






FORGED UNDER THE SUN/
FORJADA BAJO ELSOL
The Life of Maria Elena Lucas





cloth 539.50 / paper 515.95




Foreword by Eleanor Holmes Norton




Directing Theater as if
Gender and Race Matter
cloth 542.50 / paper 515.95
Jill Ker Conway and
Susan C. Bourque, Editors
THE POLITICS OF
WOMEN'S EDUCATION













Janice Doane and Devon Hodges
FROM KLEIN TO KRISTEVA
Psychoanalytic Feminism
and the Search for the
"Good Enough" Mother
cloth 529.95/ paper $10.95
Domna C. Stanton, Editor
DISCOURSES OF SEXUAUTY
From Aristotle to AIDS
cloth 539.50 / paper $14.95




cloth $44.50 / paper $18.95
Jill Dolan
PRESENCEAND DESIRE
Essays on Gender, Sexuality,
Perfonnance










Exclusionary Policies in the
United States and Britain
cloth $49.50 / paper $18.95
Susan Swartzlander and
Marilyn R. Mumford, Editors
THAT GREAT SANITY








WOMEN LAWYERS AND THE
ORIGINS OF PROFESSIONAL
COMMUNITY IN AMERICA










Preface by Carol A. Senf




With an Introduction by Eric S. Rabkin
cloth 532.50 / paper 513.95
Now ill paper
Moira Ferguson, Editor
THE HISTORY OF MARy PRINCE,





FamiJy Process and the
Nineteenth-Century Domestic
Novel
cloth 534.50 / paper 519.95
Harriet B. Applewhite and
Darline G. Levy
WOMEN AND POUTICS
IN THE AGE OF THE
DEMOCRATIC REVOLUTION
cloth 537.50 / paper 514.95
The University of Michigan Press
Dept. DZ
Ano Arbor, Michigan 48106-1104









For over fifteen years, Women's Studies Internotionol Forum has provided a challenging, intellectually rigorous
feminist forum for discussion and debate. The first iourncl to bring women-centered scholarship to an inter-
notional audience, WSIF publishes feminist research from inside or outside formal educational institutions, in
the multidisciplinary area of Women's Studies, as well as in other disciplines A bi·monthly iournal, WSIF
also includes book reviews, bibliographies, letters to the editors and a regular news and views section,
Feminist Forum.
Indexed/Abstrocted in: All Press Ind, Amer Hist & life, Ann Guide Wom Perio US/CANADA, Curr Cant
ASCA, ASSIA, Br Hum lnd, Curr Cant/Soc & Beh Sci, Curr Cant Soc Sci Cit lndx, Fem Perio, Hist Abstr,
PsycINFO, Psycho! Abstr, Socio: Abstr, Stud Wom Abstr
SUBSCRIPTIONINFORMATION
361/ISSN 0277.s395 Volume 16, 1993 Published 6 issuesper annum
Annual Institution Role [19931 *£ 126.00/US$20200
Personal Rate[19931 *£ 39.00/US$ 62.00
Members of NWSA may order a subscription at a concessional rate. Please contact Pergaman Press for further details.
'Pound sterling prices quoted are definitive and apply worldwide. us dollar prices are quoted for convenience only and ore subiecl
to exchange rate fluctuation, Prices include postage and insurance.
FREE SAMPLE COPY AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST!
PERGAMON - NWSA SCHOLARSHIP IN WOMEN'S STUDIES
$1,000 First Place Scholarship funded by Pergamon Press
$500 Second Place Scholarship funded by NWSA
The PergammNWSA Scholarships will be awarded to two students who, in the fall of 1993, will be
researching or writing a Master's thesis or Ph.D. dissertation germane to the interdisciplinary field of
Women's Studies. Students need not necessarily be enrolled in a Women's Studies program.
Preference will be given to candidates who are NWSA members and whose research projects an
women examine color or class.
PERGAMON PRESS
us: 660 White·PlOins·!oad,Tarrytown;=NY-l 059T:~l§3. Tel:-(9·141·514·9~ax:-{9-f4)-333-2444
UK:Headi~gtan .tIiII Hall, Oxfard OX3 08W,England. Tel:-44 865-743479{743781; Fax:-44-865 743951







The National Women's Studies Association
Call for Papers
NWSAjournal is planning a special issue focusing on sexual orientation.
We are interested in articles addressing one or more of the following topics:
The social construction of sexual identity;
The interaction of sexual orientation and factors such
as gender, race and class;
Homophobia and discrimination;
Incorporating lesbian, gay and bisexual perspectives
in research and in curricula;
Philosophical, cultural, ethical, legal and political
perspectives on sexual orientation;
The representation of gays and lesbians in literature
and/or popular culture;
Lesbian and gay writers and artists;
And other related topics.
NWSAjournal would welcome scholarly articles, 25-35 pages long as well as
essays On Learning and Teaching, Research Notes, Biographical Portraits, and
polemical or personal Observations. The latter are shorter pieces (10-15 pages)
that need not conform to the conventions of the standard scholarly article.
For this issue we are also seeking review essays and book reviews. .
Each manuscript should conform to the MLAManual of Style (1985). Send two
copies of the text and abstract to: The Editor, NWSA journal, English




Volume S, Number 2 Summer 1993
Articles
In Search of Harriet Tubman's Spiritual Autobiography
by Jean Humez
Ignored, Overlooked, or Subsumed: Research on Lesbian Health
and Health Care
by Sue V. Rosser
Afra-Hispanic Writers and Feminist Discourse
by Miriam DeCosta-Willis




Women's Studies in Cuba
by Ann Froines
Review Essays
Women and the Abolitionist Movement
by Rachel Filene Seidman
Assessing Women's Studies
by Barbara D. Wlight
And Book Reviews
A subscription to the NWSAJournal is a benefit included in regular
NWSAmembership. For further information contact:
NWSA,University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20740
Note: All subscriptions must be prepaid. $15 Postage and Handling outside US







Send coupon to: Ablex Publishing Corp., 355 Chestnut St., Norwood, N] 07641:\
Expanding the Mothers oflncest The Politics of the
en Boundaries of Survivors EssayWomen's History Another Side of the Feminist PerspectivesEssays on Women in Story Edhed by Ruth-Ellenthe Third World Janis Tyler Johnson Boetcher Joeres and
W Edited by
cloth$20.00 paper$9.95 Elizabeth Mittman
Cheryl Johnson-Odim Abortion and
cloth$35.00paper$12.96
and Margaret Strobel Dialogue Writing Diasporacloth $35.00paper$14.95
Pro-Choice, Pro-Life, Tactics of Intervention
Portia and American Law in Contemporarya The World of Abigail Ruth Golker Culrural StudiesAdams cloth$29.95paper$12.96 Rey ChowEd~h B. Gelles Arts and Politics 01 thecloth $24.95 High Anxiety EverydayCatastrophe, Scandal, cloth$29.95paper$10.96
:::)
Writing Their Age, and Comedy Subjectivity,
Nations Patricia Mellencamp






Women Writers Reading Kristeva Autobiographical
Diane Lichtenstein Practices in the
cloth$24.95
Unraveling the Twentieth Centuryen Double-bind Sidonie SmithReclaiming the Past Kelly Oliver cloth$35.00paper$12.96Landmarks of Women's cloth$35.00 paper$14.96History Mother's First- Written by Herself
Edited by Born Daughters
Literary Production by
en Page Putnam Miller African Americancloth $35.00 Early Shaker Writings Women, 1746-1892on Women and Frances Smith FosterMurder and Religion Blacks in the Diaspora- Difference Edited by cloth$35.00paper$12.96Gender, Genre, and Jean M. HumezZ Scholarship on Sisera's
Religion in North America Aesthetics in
Death
cloth$39.95 paper$17.50 Feminist
Mieke Bal Hungry for Light Perspective
Translated by The Journal of Ethel Edited by Hilde Hein
Matthew Gumpert Schwabacher
and Carolyn Korsmeyer
W Indiana Studies in Biblical Edited by
cloth$39.95paper$14.95
Literature
cloth$35.00paper $10.95 Brenda S. Webster and Arab WomenJudith Emlyn Johnson Old Boundaries, New
:E
Women Viewing Everywoman: Studies in Frontiers
Violence
History, Literature and Edited byCulture
Philip Schlesinger, cloth$29.95 Judith E. Tucker
R. Emerson Dobash, Indiana series in Arab and
Russell P. Dobash, and Flora Tristan, Islamic Studies
C. Kay Weaver Utopian Feminist
cloth$35.00paper$14.95
0
Distributed for the British Film Her Travel Diaries and Screen Memories
Institute Personal Crusade
cloth$49.95paper$18.95 The Hungarian CinemaTranslated and edited of Marta Meszaros
Living Laboratories by Doris and Paul Beik Catherine Portuges
Women and
cloth$29.95 paper$12.95 Women Artists in Film
Reproductive Cynthia Ozick's
cloth$35.00 paper$14.95
Technologies Fiction The MexicanRobyn Rowland
cloth$35.00paper$14.95 Tradition and Invention CorridoEiaine M. Kauvar A Feminist Analysis
Jewish L~eralureand Cuhure Maria Herrera-Sobek
* cloth$29.95 Newpaperback $10.95
po
Women of Science Women's Works
Righting the Record in Stalin's Journals from
Ed~ed by Time Indiana
G. Kass-Simon and On Lidiia ChukovskaiaPatricia Farnes ZNewpaperback$14.95 andNadezhda Mandelstam Camera ObscuraVoices of American Beth Holmgren A Journal 01Feminism
Homemakers cloth$35.00Paper$14.95 and Film Theory
Eleanor Arnold, Editor Feminism, Edited by Julie D'Acci, Cand Project Director Socialism, and Elisabeth Lyon, BiddyNational Extension Martin, ConstanceHomemakers Council volume French Penley, Lynn Spigel,doth $25.00 paper$tO.95 Romanticism and Sharon Willis
Claire Goldberg Moses Published 3 times per year
and Individuals $18.50
Forthcoming
Leslie Wahl Rabine Institutions $37.00 »Fall 1993 cloth$39.95paper$19.95 differencesGodiva's Ride A Journal 01FeministWomen 01 Letters in Cultural Studies
England. Edited by Naomi Schor
Menopause 1830-1880 and Elizabeth Weed ZA Midlile Passage Dorothy Mermin Published 3 times per yearEdited by Women of Letters Individuals$28.00Joan Callahan cloth$35.00paper$12.95 Institutions $48.00
cloth$29.95 paper$12.95 Marguerite Long Hypatia »The Less Noble Sex A Lile in French Music, A Journal 01FeministScientific. Religious. 1874-1966 Philosophyand Philosophical Cecilia Dunoysr Edited byConceptions 01 cloth$27.95 Linda Lopez McAlister
Woman's Nature
Published 4 limes per year
Nancy Tuana Mother Russia Individuals $32.50
Race, Gender, and Science The Feminine Myth in
Institutions $50,00
cloth$29.95 paper$t2.95 Russian Culture Journal ofJoanna Hubbs
The "Racial" 1989 Heldt Prize for Women's History
Economy of Science Excellence Edited by LEADING
Toward a Democratic Newpaperback$12.95 Christie Farnham and THE FlEW
Future Dirty Looks
Joan Hoff
Edited by Published 3 times per year
IN
Sandra Harding
Women. Pornography. Individuals$25.00 WOMEN'S
Race, Gender, and SCience
Power Institutions $45.00
cloth $39.95 paper$18.95 Edited by Discourse
STUDIES
Pamela Church Gibson
Mother with Child and Journal lor Theoretical
Transformations RomaGibson
Studies in Media and
through Childbirth cloth$40.00paper$18.95 Culture Indiana
Kathryn Allen Rabuzzi
Edited by
cloth $29.95 paper$14.95 Women and Roswitha Mueller and UniversityChange in the Kathleen Woodward Press
Women in the Civil Caribbean Published 3 times per year
Rights Movement Edited by
Individuals$25.00 601 N.
Trailblazers and Janet Momsen
Institutions $50.00 Morton 51.
Torchbearers. cloth$35.00paper$16.95 For more information on Bloomington,
1941-1965
Edited by journals, contact: Indiana
Vicki L. Crawford,
~
Indiana University Press 47404
Jacqueline Anne Journals Division
Rouse. and 601 N. Morton St.
Orders:
Barbara Woods Bloomington, IN47404 800-
Blacks in the Diaspore Credit card ordersand
paper$12.95 inquiries: 812·855-9449
842-6796
A CALL FOR WOMEN'S STUDIES MANUSCRIPTS
South End Press is a non-profit, collectively run, political book publisher with over 170
titles in print. For over 16 years, South End has provided an important voice to a variety of
grassroots social movements and encouraged critical reflection on political, cultural, so-
cial, economic, and ecological issues that shape life in the United States and the world.
South End is most interested in non-fiction manuscripts that are broadly accessible to so-
cial activists as well as useful to academic audiences. We favor manuscripts which encour-
age critical thinking and constructive action and include an analysis of the racial, sexual,
class, and political dimensions of the subject.
All submissions should include a cover letter explaining your proposed book's topic, its rel-
evance to activists and academics, and your personal experience and past publishing
credits. A completed manuscript gives us ample information from which to judge your
work's suitability for publication. However, for manuscripts in the developmental stage, we
will gladly look at a detailed book outline and, if at all possible, one or two sample chapters.
Please send manuscripts to: Acquisitions Editor, South End Press, 116 St. Botolph
Street, Boston, MA 02115. Please call (617) 266-0629 for submission guideliens
What we want...
How to send manuscripts ...
Where to Send Manuscripts ...
WOMEN'S STUDIES TITLES FROM SOUTH END PRESS:
PLEASE STOP BY THE SOUTH END PRESS TABLE
New
Sisters of the Yam: Black Women and Self-
Recovery by bell books, Memoir of a Race
Traitor by Mab Segrest, The Last Genera-
tion: Poetry and Prose by Cherrfe Moraga,
Mujeres, SIDA, y Activsmo: The Spanish Lan-
guage Edition of Women, AIDS, and Activ-
ism, and Unsettling Relations: The
University as a Site of Feminist Struggles by
Himani Bannerji, Linda Carty, Kari Dehli,
Susan Heald, and Kate McKenna.
Previously Released
Ain't I a Woman, Race, Gender and Work,
Regulating the Lives of Women, Common Dif-
ferences, Loving in the War Years, Abortion
Without Apology, From Abortion to Repro-
ductive Freedom, Women, AIDS, and Activ-
ism, Bestializing the Human Female,
Beauty Secrets, A Creative Tension, Curi-
ous Courtship of Women's Liberation and
Socialism,
MOTHER WOVE THE MORNING
A POWERFUL DRAMATIZATION OF SIXTEEN WOMEN
THROUGHOUT HISTORY IN SEARCH OF GoD THE MOTHER
A one-woman play written and
performed by Carol Lynn Pearson
NOW AVAIU81.E ON
VIDEO AND IN PRIN'r
" ... an amazing experience. Iwish everyone
could see it and be inspired by it."
Riane Eisler, author The Chalice and the Blade
" ... the repression of feminine divinity
becomes experiential in this profound and
poignantly human drama."
Jean S. Bolen, author Goddesses in Everywoman
+ Performed to sold-out audiences over 200
times in the U.S.A. and abroad
+ Features paleolithic woman, Egyptian
priestess, medieval witch, Elizabeth Cady
Stanton, and other important historical
women
+ VHS length: 2 hrs. 15 min.
+ Book includes complete text, introduction
and photographs, and list of sources
MOTHERWOVE
THE MORNING DIREC'r MAIl. PRICE:$34.95 (Retail: $39.95)
$8.95




a one-woman play written and performed by
Carol Lynn Pearson
Order 24 hours a day with VISA or Mastercard by calling (510) 906-8835 or send check or money order
made out to Carol Lynn Pearson or credit card number and expiration date. Please add 10% shipping
(and sales tax in California). Also available are: single cassette of theme song Weave Another Moming
($3.95), sheet music of theme song ($3.95). Send to:
Mother Wove tl,e Morning, Carol Lynn Pearson, 1384 Cornwall Ct., Walnut Creek, CA 94596.
• The Voicesof Toni Morrison
Barbara Hill Rigney
Rigney's study is the first comprehensive examination of
the novels of Toni Morrison to be informed by both
feminist and African American critical theory.
AVAILABLE IN PAPER, JANUARY 1994
Also available in cloth, $35.00
Winners of the Helen Hooven Santmyer Prize inWomen's Studies
• Salvador's Children
A Song for Survival
Lea Marenn
"A work of poetry and a powerful historical polemic all
at once. What an achievement!"
-Jane Lazarre
"A compelling dramatic account of the tragicconsequences
of a mindless, soulless u.s. foreign policy."
Cloth. $24.95 -Booklist
• This Strange Society ofWomen
Reading the Letters and Lives of the Woman's
Commonwealth
Sally 1.Kitch
Kitch tells the story of an unusual, all-female urban
utopian community founded in the late nineteenth
century in Belton, Texas.
Cloth, $39.50
• Making Stories, Making Selves
Feminist Reflections on the Holocaust
R. Ruth Linden
Ruth Linden's bold, experimental book explores the
interconnected processes of remembering, storytelling,
and self-fashioning.
Cloth. $39.50
Available at the NWSA meeting or from Ohio State University Press, 1070
Carmack Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210. Please include $2.00 for postage and
handling. Ohio residents please add 5.75% sales tax. For credit card orders,
call 1-800-437-4439.
From the Women and Health Series, edited by Rima D. Apple and Janet Golden
... AVAILABLE IN FALL 1993
Volume III: Nonfiction
Volume IV: Short Fiction
• The Selling of Contraception
The Dalkon Shield Case, Sexuality,
and Women's Autonomy
Nicole J. Grant
"Grant's portrayal...of the discussions of the IUD within
and beyond the medical community is a tour de force."
NOW AVAILABLE IN PAPER -Women's Review of Books
Also available in cloth, $29.95
• And Sin No More
Social Policy and Unwed Mothers inCleveland,
1855-1990
Marian J. Morton
Morton traces the development of public and private
health-care policies for single mothers and identifies the
ways in which attitudes about religion, race, and cultural
definitions of womanhood affected their treatment.
• The Complete Works of Aphra Behn
Edited by Janet Todd
... NOW AVAILABLE
Volume I: Poems
Volume II: Love-Letters between a Nobleman and His Sister
Cloth, $95.00 each




... AVAILABLE IN SPRING 1994
• Framing Anna Karenina





The French Revolution in
Women's Memory
MAIuLYN YALOM
"Yalom breathes life into these
women memoirists and weaves their
miniature epics of personal survival
into the larger pageant of French
history. A wonderful book."







"A marvelously rich and engrossing
work of intellectual history, deftly
composed around the ambiguity in
its title. Freud's women are in part
the real women in his life and in part






"Excellent, well-written, and well
researched ... offers a fresh new
approach to understanding both
violence and gender and how the
two interact in modem life."




A Division of HaroerCollinsPublishers
'Ibll-jree with credit card 1-800-331-3761
Available in Canada (rom HarpcrCollinsCanadaLtd
NOW IN PAPERBACK
AMERICAN MANHOOD EMBATTLED PARADISE
Transformations in Masculinity
from the Revolution to the
Modern Era
E. ANTHONY RoTUNDO
"A treat...bound ro send so-called
'rnasculinists' in every men's
workshop into a testosterone tizzy.'!
-SAM FUSSELL, front page, The
Washington Post
$25.00
The American Family in an
Age of Uncertainty
ARLENE SKOLNICK
"Wise, thoughtful, and gracefully
written."-Women's Review of Books
$14.00
ENGENDERED LIVES
A New Psychology of Women's
Experience
ELLYN KASCHAK
"With clarity and often wit, Kaschak
manages both to summarize a large
body of recent research and to
present her own fresh analysis."






"A splendid, readable survey of the
American past from an unusual
angle. Griswold urges us to consider
what the cult of the male
breadwinner-and the power and
privilege which breadwinning
brought-i-has meant for all of us,
men and women, as we have shaped
our families and our lives."




Women and Men, Revised Edition
ANNE FAUSTO-STERLING
"A fine contribution to the
empirical literature on human gender
differences ...A courageous book."




JUDITH LEWIS HERMAN, M.D.
"One of the most important
psychiatric works to be published
since Freud."-PHYLLIS CHESLER,
New York Times Book Review
$14.00
THE WAYWE NEVERWERE
American Families and the
Nostalgia Trap
STEPHANIE COONTZ







to Family and Work
KATHLEEN GERSON
A long overdue look at the most
neglected aspect of the gender
revolution, the male side, pointing
out that men's lives are changing
more than most experts realize-




University of Minnesota Press
Elayne Rapping
The Movie of the Week
Private Stories/ Public Events
"Made-for-television movies,
Rapping argues cogently and
thoughtfully, probe serious issues
better than most other TV genres.
She makes her feminist and media
theories accessible throughout the
book." Publishers Weekly




and the Cold War
"Provides one of the
most fully realized
explanations for Cold
War anti-communism that I have
encountered." George Lipsitz
$17.95 paper > $49.95 cloth
Peter Hitchcock
Dlaloglcs of the Oppressed
"Presents a provocative set of read-
ings-through the BakhLinian model
of dialogism-of texts by four
women writers of the twentieth cen-
tury (Nawal el Saadawi, Pat Barker,
Zhang Jie, and Agnes Smediey)
instructive and compelling."
Barbara Harlow







Work of Arthur Miller
and Tennessee Williams
"A passionately conceived and beau-
tifuliy articulated work that not only
throws new light on American dra-
matic literature but illuminates in a
new wayan entire cultural epoch."
Martin Duberman








American feminist criticism that is
both regionally specific and in cur-
rent dialogne with North American
and European feminist practices.





A unique collection of
essays on popular cni-
ture, politics, aesthet-
ics, feminism, and postmod-
ernlsm, along with complete scripts
from three of Kipnis' videotapes.
$18.95 paper· $49.95 cioth




The contributors provide a thought-
provoking study of masculinity In
American culture today.
$16.95 paper· $39.95 cloth
Alexander Doty
Maldng Things Perfectly Queer
Interpreting Mass Culture
Doty argues that films, television,
and other forms of mass culture con-
sistently elicit a wide range of queer
(sexually liminal) responses and sug-
gests a new intepretive framework
for understanding mass culture.
$15.95 paper· $39.95 cloth
Maria Damon
The Dark End of the Street
Margins in American
Vanguard Poetry
Damon foregrounds a number of
modern American poets work and
lives in order to argue that the
American avant-garde is located in
the experimental literary works of
social "outsiders."
$17.95 paper> $44.95 cloth
Jean-Francois Lyotard
The Postmoderu Explained
An engaging coliection of ietters writ-
ten to young philosophers and theo-
rists by the legendary philosopher.
$11.95 paper > $29.95 cloth
Jenny Sharpe
Allegories of Empire
The Figure of Woman
in the Colonial Text
Brings the historical memory of the
1857 Indian Mutiny to bear upon the
theme of rape in British and Anglo-
lndlan fiction.




try and Hollywood cinema between
World War II and the mid-1960s
negotiated women's psychosexuality
and life experience.
$16.95 paper > $44.95 cloth
Bruce Robbins, Editor
The Phautom Public Sphere
In a postmodern society, can we still
speak meaningfully of a public
sphere? The contributors address
this question by presenting the public
sphere and the pubhc/pnvate oppo-
sition as a truly interdisciplinary field
of inquiry. Among the topics
discussed are the Jesse Helms
censorship campaign and the Anita
Hill/Clarence Thomas Senate
hearings.
$18.95 paper > $49.95 cloth
IVisit us at our booth - University of Minnesota Press2037 University Ave. S.E., Minneapolis, MN 55455-3092• Call Loll free t -800/388-3863
THE WOMEN'S STUDIES VIDEO COLLECTION
FIT: EPISODES IN THE
HISTORY OF THE BODY
BODY IMAGE
FIT:Episodes in the History of the Body
Explores the cultural roots of America's fitness fanaticism,
revealing the ways in which our culture's hopes and fears are
inseparable from our experience of our bodies.
74 minutes Color ISBN 1·55974-423-5 $195
The Famine Within
Addresses the contemporary obsession with body size and
shape among North American women.
90 minutes Color ISBN 1-55974-389-5 $195.
CLASSICS
Las Madres: The Mothers of Plaza de Mayo
This Academy Award-nominated film tells about the heroic
struggle of Argentine women to recover their missing children.
64 minutes Color ISBN 1-55974-139·2 $95.
••• No Lies
In conversation, an interviewer's questions strip away a young
woman's defenses, revealing the trauma of sexual assault.
16minutes Color ISBN1-55974-253-4 $95.
WOMEN AND SPIRITUALITY
A FILM TRILOGY BYDONNA READ, FEATURING STARHAWK
The Burning Times
Examines the witch craze that swept through Europe and the
role of women in myth and religion.
58 min. Color ISBN1-55974-330-1 $150.
Goddess Remembered
Surveys early goddess-worshipping cultures and explores
the contemporary spirituality movement inspired by them.
55 min. Color ISBN 1-55974-307-7 $150
Full Circle
Explores the many manifestations of women's spirituality in
the Western world in the last decade of the twentieth century.
55 min. Color ISBN 1-55974-462-6 $150.
Earth Walk: AQuest for Well-Being
Four women share their stories of apprehension, pain and
death, and move toward understanding and healing.
74 minutes Color ISBN1-55974-450-2 $95.
Mother Earth
Combining animation, still photographs and stunning footage,
this poetic film celebrates life on Earth in all its myriad forms.




Focuses on personal perspectives of women spannir,g seven
decades to reveal the history of abortion in America.
67 min. Color ISBN 1-55974-425-1 $40. (Non-Public Performance)
When Abortion was Illegal: Untold Stories
This Academy Award-nominated film remembers the women and
those who helped them in the dark days before Roe v. Wade_
28 min. Color ISBN 1-55974-428-6 $95.
WOMEN AT WORK
Calling the Shots
Using film clips and candid interviews, this film highlights the
accomplishments of women in front of and behind the camera.
118minutes Color ISBN1-55974-2844 $95.
Christmas at Starcross
In response to the AIDS epidemic, a lay Catholic community
cares for babies who have the deadly disease.
50minutes Color ISBN 1-55974-365-4 $95.
The Life and Times of Rosie the Riveter
An engrossing study of women's first experiences in the
industrial work force during World War II.
65minutes Color ISBN 1-55974-056-6 $350.
The Shakers: Hands to Work, Hearts to God
Ken and Amy Burns tell the story of the sect responsible for some
of America's greatest handcrafts and most profound spiritual ideas.
58 minutes Color ISBN 1-55974-176-7 $95.
Spirit to Spirit: Nikki Giovanni
This lyrical and visually provocative film explores the work of the
popular poet in relation to the turbulent events of the '60s and 70s.
30minutes Color ISBN 1-55974-129-5 $95.
Tell Me Something I Can't Forget
This film focuses on a writers' workshop that gives economi-
cally disadvantaged women the opportunity to confront their
difficulties and develop their talents through creative writing.
24 minutes Color ISBN 1-55974-427-8 $95.
To place an order or for more information contact:
Direct Cinema Limited
P. O. Box 10003 EJ
Santa Monica, CA 90410 ~
Phone (800) 525-0000 Fax (310)396-3233 ~
_______________________________ d
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Winneroflhe 1993 SUs.3nKoppelman Award
The Challenge of
Feminist Biography
Writing the Uves of Modem
American Women
Ednedby Sara Alpern, Joyce AnUer,
EIis.3bethIsraels Perry, and Ingrid
WintherSCobie






A Guide to Novels by and about
Women in America, 1820-70
Second Edition
NinaBaym
New InlrodlKtion and Supplementary Bibliography
Pb:$15.95
On Intimate Terms




Radicalsof the Worst Sort












CI: $49.95; Pb: $19.95
VisibleWomen
New Essays 011American History
Edited byNancy A. Hewitt and
Suzanne Lebsack
CI: $47.50; Pb: $18.95
The Sense of Sex
Feminist Perspectives on Handy
Edned by Margaret R. Higonnet
IIIU5.CI: $42.50; Pb: $15.95
Feminist Theory and the
StUdy of Folklore
Edited by Susan Tower Hollis,
Linda Pershing, and M. Jane Young
IIIU5.CI: $44.95; Pb:$18.95







CI: $34.95; Pb: $14.95
The Female Tradition in
Southern Literature
Edited by Carol S. Manning
$34.95
Cultivating the Rosebuds













lIIus.CI: $49.95; Pb: $18.95
Confronting AIDS
through Literature
The Responsibilities of Representation
Judith Laurence Pastore
CI: $34.95; Pb: $14.95
Feminist Messages
Coding in Women's Folk Cu~ure
Edited by Joan Newlon Radner















IIlu5. CI: $32.50; Pb: $11.95
Women's Leadership in
Marginal Religions
Explorations Outside the Mainstream
Edited by Catherine Wessinger
CI: $32.50; Pb: $14.95
From Outrage to Action
The Politics of Grass-Roots Dissent
Laura R. Woliver
IIIU5.CI: $36.95; Pb: $16.95
True Love
A Comedy of the Affections
Edith Wyatt
Introduction by Babette Ing/eharf
Pb: $14.95
Winner of the lliinois-
NWSA Book Award
Language Unbound
On Experimental Writing by Women
Nancy Gray CI: $32.50; Pb: $12.95
Chaste Liberation
Celibacy and Female Cultural Status
Sally L. Klich $24.95
Orderat our display lor a discount, orphone toll free8001545-4703
University of Illinois Press






TheJournal of Feminist Studies in Religion is a channel for
the dissemination of feminist scholarship in religion and
a forum for discussion and dialogue among women and
men of differing feminist perspectives. The Journal has
two parents: the academy, in which it is situated, and the
feminist movement, from which it draws its nourish-
ment and vision. Its editors are committed to rigorous
thinking and analysis in the service of the transformation
of religious studies as a discipline and the feminist
transformation of religious and cultural institutions.
Send manuscripts to the following:
Elizabeth Pritchard




Inquiries regarding subscriptions should he
addressed to: Membership Services, P.O. Box 15399,
Atlanta, GA 30333.
The Journey, Anne Cameron; Lesbian Passion,
JoAnn Lc ul a n ; Cancer In 'I'w o Voices, Sandra
Butler & Barbara Rosenblum; Child of Her
People, Anne Cameron; Considoring Parenthood,
Cheri Pies; Desert Years, Cynthia Rich; Look. Me
in the Eye: Old Women, Aging an d Ageism,
Barbara Macdonald & Cynthia Rich; Lesbians ut
Mldlife, Barbara Sang, Joyce Warshaw &
Adrienne Smith; Lesbian Erotic Dance, JoAnn
Loulan; Lesbian Passion, JoAnn Loulan; Lesbian
Sell:, JoAnr e s b t a n s at
1\tIidlife, B, u n g , Joyce
Warshaw & In the Eye:
Old Women, . Macdonald
& Cynthia my Oleson;
Modern DUl It, Melissa
Kwasny; T th Pi nc us;
Thirteen )CC8& for
Women, B it Tungo,
El i a a b e t h I Sp.I'nsters ; ogle; WhyCan't Shar~ mc?, Ka r e n
Thompson, r z e j e w aki ;
All the M r e ; As You
Desire, M I ..---J k r c o ne , Ann
Lead; Cu n c Butl c r &
Barbara RI PO B 300170 oplo, Anne
Cameron; OX hcri Pics;
Dee e r e y, Minneapolis, MN 55403 'e. Cla;,e
Kenai ngton 612-377-0287 ell; Final
Se a s t on, M Quality feminist fiction & non-fiction a Due; The
Jo ur n ey , ) Please call for complete catalogue tic Dn n c c ,
JoAnn Lou nn Loulan;
Lesbian SO](, JoAnn Loulsn; Le a b i u na at Midlifo,
Barbara Sang, Joyce Warshow & Adrienne Smi th;
Life Savings, Linnea Due; Look Me in the Eye: Old
Women, Aging and Ageism, Be r b c r e Macdonald &
Cynthia Rich; Love and Memory, Oleson; Modern
Daughters and the Outlaw West, Me l i e s u Kw ua ny ;
The Solitary Twist, Elizabeth Pincus; 'Ph i r t c c n
Steps: An Empowerment Process for Women,
Bonita Swan; Tbe 'I'w ov Bt t Tango, Elizabeth
Pt o c u e : Vital Tics, Karen Kri ngle; Why Can't
Sharon Kowalski Come Home?, Karen Thompson &
Julie Andrze'cwski' Desert Ycurs C nthill Rich'
The Center for Women and Religion
One of the oldest organizations for women
and religion inNorth America.
Membership includes the Journal of Women
and Religion and the monthly CWR Newsletter.




A Program of the Graduate Theological Union.
Out in Paradise
This I-hour video documentary celebrates the
ethnic, cultural and political diversity of
lesbians in Hawaii.
Over 30 women share their experiences with coming out,
butch/femme roles, relationships, children, family and
friends, work, heterosexism and lesbian community.
Entertaining, enlightening and affirming!
Dispels myths & reduces homophobia!
I NWSA Conference Special - $1 SO I
Other videos available: Positive Women: Women & HIV,
Training for Cultural Competence in the HIV Epidemic,
and Lesbian Battering.
Wandering Star Productions
2660 Waiomao Road, #D Honolulu, HI 96816
(808) 737·9034
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